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Practical pointers at affordable housing workshop
Harvey talked about the very
low vacancy rates in Nelson, and
the below average income levels
in the area. “Young families are no
longer able to rent or buy in Nelson,”
she said.
Secondary suites can be a
solution, but the ‘dark houses’
syndrome is impacting the
availability of these for affordable
housing. Harvey said that out of 458
secondary suites in Nelson, 10% are
not rented at all, and 10% are rented
as short-term rentals.
People with experience
creating affordable housing in
their communities shared lessons
learned. Dan Wilson said the best
thing Whistler did was to create
the Whistler Housing Authority
(WHA). The housing society that
preceded it did not have the capacity
to effectively address the crisis.
Wilson also said that the
“ultimate driver of unaffordability is
the land cost.” To help pay for some
of the land the WHA purchased, they
were able to subdivide off a lot for a
single family home and sell it.
Another piece of advice was to
have an efficient, modest design and
have the private sector build it at a
fixed price.
Janet Morton spoke about the
experience of the Lower Columbia
Housing Society (LCHS). They
purchased three properties: a twostorey house in Trail that they
renovated into a three-bedroom unit
and a two-bedroom unit; a four-plex
in Rossland; and land in Trail that
they built on.
Morton said that the amount of
work involved was too much for the
volunteer board, so they finally hired
a property management group. “That
was invaluable,” she said.
The work involved included
raising funds; identifying, assessing
and purchasing properties;
renovation and construction;

determining the eligibility criteria
for renters; developing pet and nonsmoking policies; establishing rental
rates; and tenant management.
The Lower Columbia Housing
Society received $925,000 from
Columbia Basin Trust and BC
Housing, $35,000 from KSCU
and Teck, property tax relief from
the municipality, and $500,000 in
financing.
She said BC Housing
requirements were cumbersome, but
“they were setting us up for success.”
Lessons learned by the LCHS
were to choose construction
over renovation, to work with
municipalities on identification of

land, and to register as a charity so
they can receive donated land.
Jim Reimer of the Kootenay
Christian Fellowship in Nelson
spoke about their project to create
38 one-bedroom units on land behind
their church. “I think the playing field
should be tilted in favour of housing,
and the rules should be different for
anyone providing housing... We’re
in a crisis situation, with folks living
homelessly.”
Reimer said he feels there should
be a high level of support from the
municipality and funders, allowance
for innovative construction materials,
and quality construction. “We can’t
compromise on quality. These are

people’s homes and we shouldn’t
be looking at projects that will need
a lot of maintenance and renovation
in the next 10 years.”
Graeme Leadbeater, principal of
Cover Architectural Collaborative
in Nelson, advocated for spending
more money up front on capital
costs, which will save on operating
costs and on renovation costs down
the road. “How do we take the
funding we have and make sure what
we build doesn’t become the slums
of the future?” he asked.
It was mentioned several times
that CMHC, BC Housing, and BC
Non-profit Housing Association are
all excellent resources.
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by Jan McMurray
The main take-away message
from an affordable housing workshop
held November 1 in Castlegar was to
stop studying the issue and just get
started.
Workshop organizer Dan Wilson,
from Whistler, said the Whistler
Housing Authority learned to focus
on starting and completing projects
rather than worrying about what to
build. “You need something, so just
start,” he said. “Our waiting list told
us what we needed to build next.
We found our wait list to be more
effective and current than a needs
assessment.”
The workshop, called ‘Building
Knowledge and Capacity for
Affordable Housing in BC Small
Communities’ was co-hosted by BC
Housing and the Whistler Centre
for Sustainability. Attendees were
mostly representatives from local
government and housing societies
in the region.
Ann H arvey, community
coordinator for the Nelson
Committee on Homelessness, helped
to set the context for “why we’re
facing such a housing challenge
right now.”
“We were in the heyday of our
ability to house people in the 1970s,”
she said. “We have decades of noninvestment to catch up on.”
Harvey said the federal
government’s divestment of
affordable housing developments
to the Provinces, and the shift in
policy from rental housing to home
ownership have contributed to the
affordable housing crunch.
“The fallout is that we have an
aging rental housing stock, and we
have lost a lot of it to condo-ization.
Social sector housing is coming
to the end of their mortgages, and
then the operating money will stop,
putting more pressure on the need for
affordable housing.”

Nakusp artist Kate Tupper’s ‘Moments Later’ tied for third place in the People’s Choice category in this year’s Castlegar Sculpturewalk.
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IH asks hospital board to fund Nakusp’s emergency room upgrades
by Jan McMurray
The Arrow Lakes Hospital
Emergency Room upgrades are up
in the air.
Interior Health presented the
architectural plans for the project
to the West Kootenay Boundary
Regional Hospital District board
at its October 25 meeting, and then
made it clear that if the board wants
the upgrades to move forward in
2018, the WKBRHD will have to
cover 100% of the costs. IH reps
told the board that IH can’t afford
the $2.1 million Nakusp project in
the 2018 budget because of the $16.6
million Trail emergency department

upgrade project.
This was “a bit of a shock” to
the board, said Nakusp Mayor Karen
Hamling in an interview. The board
was under the impression that the
Nakusp project was scheduled to
move forward in 2018 under the
traditional funding model, where the
WKBRHD covers 40% of the costs
and IH covers 60%.
The WKBRHD board includes
elected officials from the entire
West Kootenay-Boundary region,
including Trail, and has unanimously
prioritized the Nakusp project since
2014.
“The Arrow Lakes ER project

has been the board’s top priority
since 2014, and we thought it was
moving forward until this meeting,”
said Hamling.
H amling says the board
expressed its concerns to IH
representatives at the October
meeting, “and we asked IH to go
back to the drawing board and take
another look at this.” The board
unanimously passed a motion to
maintain the traditional 40%-60%
funding model, and also directed
staff to find out how other hospital
districts fund their projects.
Hamling explained that the
WKBRHD board agreed to cover
100% of the cost of the architectural
plans for the Nakusp project in
2015, when IH didn’t include this
in their budget. “When we provided
$100,000 for the planning, it was our
understanding that the project would
move forward,” said Hamling.
The IH presentation on the

Nakusp project at the October board
meeting explained “why the ER
needs upgrading and how important
it is, and then we find out they’ve put
the Trail project ahead of Nakusp,”
Hamling said.
“I’m not saying the Trail project
doesn’t need to be done – it does –
but we’ve been stating since 2014
that Nakusp is our priority, and for
them to come in at the last minute
and say Trail goes first… we need
more discussion on that,” said
Hamling.
The WKBRHD board agreed
to fund 40% of the Trail project
at its June meeting. “But nobody
understood or questioned that Trail
would go ahead of Nakusp,” said
Hamling.
She says she told IH
representatives that the board may
have voted differently in June had
they known the Trail project would
overstep the Nakusp project.

“The board is unhappy because
we’re trying to work together with
IH and not be political, but when they
did what they did, they are forcing a
political situation,” Hamling said.
Hamling explained that the
Emergency Department at the Arrow
Lakes Hospital can currently only
handle one seriously injured patient
at a time, and also needs an electrical
upgrade to eliminate the need for
extension cords.
The IH presentation states that
the Nakusp project would be done in
three phases. Phase one renovations
would result in two new trauma bays
and a utility room for equipment and
supplies, and would cost $900,000.
Phase two would create a new
office/exam room, an exam bay,
and washroom, and would cost
$450,000. Phase three would see
upgrades to the remainder of the
department at an estimated cost of
$750,000.

by Katrine Campbell
Community paramedics (CPs)
are at work in most of the Valley
Voice coverage area, and they’re
trying to get the word out so they
can help more people. Chris Hui,
the regional training officer, says the
goal of community paramedicine is
to allow seniors (and others) with
chronic illness to remain at home,
with dignity and respect.
The program from BC
Emergency Health Services utilizes
paramedics’ skills to keep people
healthier and away from hospital
emergency rooms. BCEHS says it
is “improving access to health care
in rural and remote communities
by expanding the role of qualified
paramedics.”
A group of CPs and BC
Ambulance unit chiefs held a
presentation in New Denver
November 1 to explain what they do
and how it will benefit communities.
Stats show that seniors and others
with chronic illnesses (specifically
diabetes, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, and congestive

heart failure) make up a large
proportion of patients who show up
at emergency rooms.
CPs make regularly scheduled
visits to the patients’ homes, give
them a check-up and spend some
time with them. They also screen
the house for hazards, such as
anything that could trip the patient.
These wellness checks help people
stay longer in their own homes, and
reduce their reliance on medically
unnecessary 911 calls. Patients
are referred by their doctor or
community nurse.
Family, friends or neighbours
of anyone who might need help can
call their local hospital or community
health centre to bring the person to
their attention.
The CPs work with health care
providers to identify service gaps
and ways to improve residents’
health, encourage patients to take
responsibility for managing their
care and treatment, and participate
in wellness clinics for specific health
issues.
Community paramedics are now

in place in New Denver, Nakusp,
Winlaw, Kaslo and Edgewood. All
are taking additional training so they
will be able to offer palliative care
to patients.
New Denver CP Dean Spankie,
who has six clients, noted they can
help patients find resources outside
the medical field – for example,
finding someone to shovel snow or
deal with firewood.

Community paramedics available locally to help people with chronic illnesses

Arrowtarians
looking for
donations for
seniors’ apartments

by Katrine Campbell
Arrowtarian Senior Citizens’
Society president Susan DeSandoli
says there will soon be a thermometer
sign erected to show how much has
been raised towards construction of
Rotary Villa’s Phase 5.
The society submitted a
proposal for the nine-unit seniors’
housing project for consideration
of an ‘Investment in Housing
Innovation’ (IHI) grant for $750,000,
administered by BC Housing. The
project has advanced through the
provisional project approval stage of
development at BC Housing.
This and other funding
contributions are essential to
bringing the project into reality.
The Arrowtarian Society has
identified a fundraising shortfall of
approximately $400,000 between
available funds, the grant (pending
approval), and an affordable
mortgage.
The Arrow Lakes Health Care
Auxiliary is donating $100,000,
earmarked for the elevator.
Donations can be made through
Fundly at the society’s website,
arrowtarian.com, or send cheques
payable to Arrowtarian Senior
Citizens Society to Box 688, Nakusp,
BC V0G 1R0. Tax receipts will be
sent out for all donations over $20.
If the fundraising is successful,
the society hopes to begin
construction by the spring of 2018.
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Meteorites found from Labour Day fireball
by Jan McMurray
University of Calgary researchers
have so far found nine meteorites from
the fireball that crashed to earth on the
east shore of Kootenay Lake on Labour
Day.
The first one was found on October
29 on private land in northeastern
Crawford Bay. Fabio Ciceri, a visiting
Master of Science student from the
University of Milan, made the discovery.
“At first I couldn’t believe it – ever
since I was a child I got up with my
father to see the night sky, and it was
like a dream to hold a space rock in my
hand,” he said.
Dr. Alan Hildebrand, associate
professor in the Department of
Geoscience at U of C, says the nine
meteorites range in size from that of a
peppercorn to a thumbnail. “Thousands
of meteorites will have fallen, ranging
from the size of a peppercorn up to rocks
weighing 5 to 10 kilograms,” he said.

Hildebrand expects that interested
people will be finding meteorites in the
forest that blankets the eastern lakeshore
for years to come. “To understand the
challenge, you can stand on the main
street of Crawford Bay and look north to
the southern end of Bluebell Mountain.
More than 100 meteorites are on that
slope. All you have to do is find them.”
With the videos the team collected
from members of the public and from
the dedicated fireball all-sky camera
run by Rick Nowell at the College
of the Rockies in Cranbrook, Dr.
Elizabeth Silber of Brown University
calculated the meteorite fall zone as
about 20 kilometres long, starting
east of Crawford Bay and trending
NNW across Bluebell Mountain to the
Kootenay Lake shore north of Riondel.
However, Hildebrand says they
could “use a little more refinement”
to find the larger meteorites. The
researchers are still encouraging anyone

running security or wildlife cameras in
the Riondel area to check their cameras
(September 4 fireball start time of
22:11:25 PDT) to see if they captured
the light and shadows cast by the
fireball. This will help them check the
fireball’s end location so more accurate
fall locations can be predicted for the
largest pieces.
“We need to recover more and larger
meteorites to learn what we can from this
fall,” he said. “For example, with enough
pieces we can tell how big the rock was
when it entered the atmosphere.” The U
of C team will continue searching, but
probably won’t return now until spring.
The asteroid fragment gained
attention when it entered the Earth’s
atmosphere as a brilliant fireball on
September 4 this year. It is estimated
to have weighed between one and five
tonnes before it broke up. It was seen
by witnesses across BC, Alberta and
Saskatchewan, as well as Montana,
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Idaho and Washington State.
Anyone with video is asked to

contact Alan Hildebrand directly at
ahildebr@ucalgary.ca.

Fabio Ciceri was the first to find a piece of the fireball that fell to earth on the east shore of Kootenay Lake on Labour Day. He found the meteorite in Crawford Bay.

Ktunaxa’s Jumbo appeal dismissed
by Supreme Court of Canada
by Jan McMurray
On November 2, the Supreme Court
of Canada dismissed the Ktunaxa’s
case against the provincial government
regarding the March 20, 2012 decision to
approve the Jumbo Ski Resort.
The Ktunaxa’s case was based on
the grounds that the resort development
would breach their constitutional right to
freedom of religion, and that the Crown
did not meet its duty to consult with
them on the ski resort proposal. The BC
Appeals Court and the BC Supreme
Court both dismissed the case prior to the
Ktunaxa’s appeal to the Supreme Court of
Canada (SCOC).
The SCOC found that the provincial
government met its duty to consult with
the Ktunaxa on the resort proposal. The
lengthy consultation process and the
accommodations made to address the
Ktunaxa’s concerns are outlined in the
document detailing the decisions of the
nine Supreme Court justices who heard
the appeal.
The document also outlines the
Ktunaxa’s freedom of religion argument
– that the ski resort would drive Grizzly
Bear Spirit away from the sacred Qat’muk
(Jumbo Valley) area and entirely sever
their connection to Qat’muk and Grizzly
Bear Spirit.
Seven of the nine justices decided
that the Ktunaxa’s argument regarding
freedom of religion was beyond the scope

of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms (s.2). Their conclusion was that
the Charter protects the Ktunaxa’s right
to hold their religious beliefs, but not to
protect Grizzly Bear Spirit itself.
Two of the justices disagreed, and
felt that “where state conduct renders a
person’s sincerely held religious beliefs
devoid of all religious significance, this
infringes a person’s right to religious
freedom.” However, they concluded that
the minister’s decision was reasonable
under the circumstances, so they also
agreed that the appeal should be dismissed.
“The Minister was faced with two
options: approve the development of the
ski resort or grant the Ktunaxa a right
to exclude others from constructing
permanent structures on over fifty square
kilometres of Crown land,” they state
in the court document. “This placed the
Minister in a difficult, if not impossible,
position. If he granted this right of
exclusion to the Ktunaxa, this would
significantly hamper, if not prevent him,
from fulfilling his statutory objectives.”
The Supreme Court decision
doesn’t allow the resort development to
proceed. The developer’s Enivronmental
Assessment Certificate expired following
the June 2015 decision of the Minister
of Environment that the construction
had not substantially started. Without an
Environmental Assessment Certificate,
the project cannot proceed.

FREEZER PACKAGES
#1 PACKAGE
$160
8 lbs Pork Chops Centre Cut
8 lbs Chicken Breast - Bone in
2 Whole Fryers
8 lbs Lean Ground Beef
5 lbs Sirloin Tip Roast
		
#2 PACKAGE
$215
8 LBS Lean Ground Beef
5 lbs Rib steaks
5 lbs outside round roast
5 lbs Chicken Breast - Boneless
5 lbs Beef Stew
8 lbs Pork Chops Centre Cut
		
#3 PACKAGE
$225
10 lbs Pork Sirloin Steak
10 lbsPork Breaded Cutlets
8 lbs Pork Tenderloin
10 lbs Center cut Chops & Roast - Boneless
10 lbs Ground Pork or 7 lbs pork sausage

#4 PACKAGE
$275
10 lbs Rib Steaks - Boneless
8 lbs Top Sirloin Roast
8 lbs Top Sirloin Steaks
5 lbs New York Strip Steaks
#5 PACKAGE
$360
20 lbs Lean Ground Beef
10 lbs Beef Stew
10 lbs Outside Round Roast - Boneless
5 lbs Rib Steak
10 lbs Whole Chicken Legs
10 lbs Chicken Breast - Bone in
5 lbs Pork Chops Centre Cut or Roast
		

We also have fresh
sausages made in store.

New Market Foods 6th Avenue • New Denver, BC
250-358-2270 • shop@newmarketfoods.com
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OPINION

Pacific Kim

Note to North Korea,
Attention: Kim Jong Un.
We do not want regime change,
But we would like Kim Jong none.
Kristen Jacks
South Slocan

Burning of arms

I would like to see a new burning
of arms.
Burgin Jacobs
New Denver

Bad behaviour
in the
legislature

Attending question period in the
legislature on November 2, I watched
across the balconies as school children
in uniform filed into their seats.
Subsequently, I was horrified and
embarrassed by the behaviour of the
Liberal caucus as they shouted over
the New Democratic speakers who had
the floor to respond to their questions.
The Liberals shouted and banged
on their desks to wipe out what the
government members were saying in
response to the questions being asked.
I was particularly disturbed
by their misogynistic assaultive
behaviour towards the women of
the New Democratic Party on the
government side. I was ashamed that
those children were being shown
this as behaviour acceptable in their
house of government. The Liberal
caucus should be ashamed and should
apologize to those children, the people
of British Columbia, as well as those
affected by that behaviour in the
legislature.
All this took place on the same
day that the Times Colonist ran an
excellent editorial from Neil Godbout,
managing editor of the Prince
George Citizen entitled ‘Men: take
responsibility for your misogyny.’
Clearly, the Liberal caucus is refusing
to do so!
Dr. Marcia Braundy
Vallican
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Love

There is a bumper sticker going
around that says, ‘I survived a
rumour in Slocan.’ Sad but true.
As far as I can tell, there are three
types of conversations. We can talk
about other people, the past, or ideas.
Ideas are the highest form of
conversation, but we need to be
honest with ourselves about who
we are in order to share our ideas.
When we point a finger, there are
three pointing back. Are we asking
questions to find out the truth, or are
we repeating stories and opinions as
the truth?
Who needs bullies and social
media when you live here? Gossip
spreads like wildfire.
Thank goodness I am strong,
and know who I am. If humans are
to survive, we need to start loving
each other. Love is what we need to
save our world.
So please don’t smile to my face
and pretend that you are my friend,
because now I know the truth, and
the truth has set me free. May we all
seek the truth today. Love is more
than a mere sentiment. It is a way
of being.
Roxanne Hall
Slocan

Advocating
for appeal of
Lemon Creek
decision

I encourage all citizens who
believe in justice for the environment,
wildlife, fish and water, in particular
in the Slocan Valley, to write to
Mr. Todd Gerhart, chief federal
prosecutor, and urge that there be
an appeal of the stay to Executive
Flight Centre Ltd. My letter below
is a sample of a short letter that I
hope you will consider writing. Your
letters will show that our community
continues to ask for justice for
Lemon Creek and Slocan River.
The case is not over and is still

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY

The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news
articles from our readers. Letters and articles should be no longer than
500 words and may be edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted
material. Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include
your address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous.
We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms,
except in extraordinary circumstances.
Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.
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ongoing before the Nelson court
against the Province of British
Columbia and Mr. Danny Lasante,
the driver. The next court dates are
November 20-23 and November
27-30. There is also another week
in January so if you can attend
during any of these dates, you will
be a good support to the witnesses.
The witnesses the Crown has
interviewed to date have shown that
our community is active and cares
about the valley we call home.
“The least I can do is speak
out for those who cannot speak for
themselves. The greatest danger to
our future is apathy” – Jane Goodall

Open letter to Todd C.
Gerhart, Chief Federal
Prosecutor

Public Prosecution Service of
Canada
Regulatory & Environmental
Crimes
900-840 Howe St.
Vancouver, British Columbia
V6Z 2S9
Todd.gerhart@ppsc-sppc.gc.ca
Dear Mr. Gerhart:
Re: Regina v Her Majesty the
Queen in Right of the Province of
British Columbia as represented by
the Ministry of Forests, Lands &
Natural Resource Operations and
the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure, Executive Flight
Centre Fuel Services Ltd. And

Danny Lasante Nelson Registry
25268
The judge erred in this case when
the proceeding against Executive
Flight Centre Fuel Services Ltd was
stayed based on the Jordan ceiling.
The Jordan rule of 18 months from
charges to end of trial was never
meant to be applied for this type
of criminal case (Fisheries Act and
Environmental Management Act
violations). In addition, this rule is
being used retroactively as it came
after the private prosecution was
initiated.
Contrary to what the judge
ruled, the Lemon Creek case is
an exception, and setting such a
precedent would limit a thorough
investigation of environmental
crimes. I look forward to the Public
Prosecution Service of Canada,
Regulatory & Environmental
Crimes appealing this case.
Yours truly
Marilyn Burgoon
Slocan Valley

O, O, Canada

Is there a word that combines
anger and despair? Maybe heartsick,
eh?
Today, November 2, 2017, the
highest court in the land ruled
against a First Nation’s request
to keep a small, sacred piece of
Mother Earth undeveloped. What

kind of reasoning can condone such
a regressive, colonial mindset? And
how can a relatively unknown, small
developer win a ruling over a First
Nation’s request to not have a resort
in their ‘cathedral,’ as the developer
likes to call the Jumbo Valley and
environs? It’s not that he’s even in
the same league as Kinder Morgan
and BC Hydro. If anyone had doubts
that corporations rule, they should
have no doubts now.
As well, one would think those
bewigged big wigs had not heard
there’s a global climate change
happening and Planet Earth needs
intact forests to sequester CO2. Not
to mention the four glaciers that
freshen the Columbia River’s waters.
And that all the large carnivores call
it home, which means the food chain
is working well. And, let’s not forget
that the Jumbo Pass is one among
few options for east-west traverse in
the Central Purcell Range.
I’m sorry for all of us settlers’
offspring who have endeavoured so
earnestly, some for nearly 30 years,
to keep Jumbo wild. But my heart
goes out to the Ktunaxa people who
have been royally screwed at this
time of, so called, reconciliation.
O Canada, you have failed to
walk your reconciliation talk!
However, let us remember that
the resort proponents, Oberto and
Continued on page 5
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Continued from page 4
Tommaso Oberti, have applied for
a judicial review of the June 2015
decision made by the Minister of
Environment in the former Liberal
government, Mary Polak, that the
resort had not been substantially
started. This decision resulted in
the expiration of the developer’s
Environmental Assessment
Certificate.
And ... let us remember we have
a new and greener BC government.
Time to tell John Horgan and Andrew
Weaver - KEEP JUMBO WILD!
Rowena Eloise, Nelson
for the West Kootenay
Coalition for Jumbo Wild

War and Peace

“We must not be enemies…
The mystic chords of memory,
stretching from every battlefield, and
patriot grave, to every living heart
and heart-stone, all over this broad
land, will yet swell the chorus for
the union, when again touched, as
surely they will be, by the better.” Abraham Lincoln, President of the
United States 1861-1865. (The US
Civil War took more American lives
than did the Revolutionary War, the
War of 1812, the Mexican War, the
Spanish American War, World War
I, World War II, and the Korean War,
combined.)
Once again, Remembrance Day
is upon us, which brings forth the
images of a war zone or regions of
our world that are in the midst of
rising, explosive, outright war or a
winding down condition. A theatre
of war is sometimes a convoluted
and complicated social condition
bringing to bear the personal
impact on all soldiers and military
support forces and families that are
relegated to the task of war. From
a Canadian perspective, our forces
are voluntary forces, a tradition
we respect. Canadians year after
year specifically honour the entire
prospect of volunteerism regarding
the personal offering and laying
down of one’s life for the security
of our country and for that of our
international neighbours. In coming
days, once again bringing us this
important annual Remembrance
Day, articles and stories have come
into focus.
Out of total respect for the living
and the dead from all wars, it is once
again our national commitment to
respect and honour those veterans
gone for all time and the ones here
and now that still continue to live
on in peace. The purpose of this
story is to bring to your attention
that the dedicated woman, man,
friend, relative, unknown person
periodically seen down the street
who have experienced war are
continuing to pay the price for our
freedom. Once one has experienced
the lasting effects of war, it never
really goes away.
Was it their God-sent lot in life,
to be present in war? Probably or
perhaps as a ‘chosen person.’ Did they

volunteer? Absolutely, proudly! Did
they know what was about to happen
to them? Through professional prebriefings probably they did know,
however not to the actual extent
experienced. No one can actually
explain that experience. Regardless,
when asked, they voluntarily took
up the challenge. A challenge that
was and is unconditional and that
threatened their very lives, tested
their will, their courage, and their
dedication, to ultimately have it harm
them. No one goes to war without
being hurt in some lasting way.
They took up the challenge for their
country, for all of us, here and around
the world. They went there, did what
they were trained to do, and now still
pay a committed, silent price for
protecting our freedom.
President Lincoln also said in
his annual message to Congress,
December 3, 1861 – a moment
of intense and very emotional
deliberation, at the height of and at
a critical moment in the civil war,
one of the most horrific wars of all
time, a war that abolished slavery,
united a strong nation, and lead the
world in the continuing fight for
freedom – “The struggle of today is
not altogether for today – it is for a
vast future also.”
On Remembrance Day, I
personally ask you to remember
your female and male veterans,
those gone in foreign lands and the
ones down the road, as neighbours or
friends regardless if you know them
well or not, to honourably remember
them for the past price they paid and
presently are paying for our freedom
here and around the world.
It is our time in God’s plain view,
for us to honour them.
Sandford (Sandy) McLeod
(veteran)
Kaslo

Catalonia and
the vote on
independence

The 1978 Spanish Constitution
was composed mostly by Franco’s
political followers, agglutinated
into the Popular Party (PP), and by
the Socialist Party, with some input
from right-wing regional parties
(Basque, Catalonia and Galitzia).
The Constitution recognized these
historical nationalities with their own
language and traditions. However,
instead of granting autonomous
governance to those territories alone,
autonomous governments were
created in the rest of Spain as well.
The result was 17 autonomous
communities, some with populations
as low as 300,000 people. In addition,
some autonomous communities have
a higher degree of autonomy than
others. For example, the Basque
Country and Navarra have the right
to collect taxes while the rest don’t.
Catalonia has been demanding this
attribution and others regarding
language, cultural symbols and

infrastructure for the last 12 years.
In 2006, while the Socialists
were in power, a pact was made
between the Spanish government
and the Catalan government by
which Catalonia would have, among
other things, more jurisdiction over
culture, language and education.
The changes were introduced to
the Catalonia Autonomy Statute.
Tax collection was not included
in the deal. The revised Catalonia
Statute was approved by the Catalans
in a referendum, by the Catalan
Parliament, and by the Spanish
Parliament and Senate. It seemed
a big hurdle had been overcome,
but the PP party made a complaint
to the Constitutional Tribunal. In
2010, this tribunal, composed of 12
members, mostly selected by the
political parties, and with a large
representation from the PP, declared
the revisions illegal and changed 34
articles of the new Catalan Statute.
Yet some of the eliminated text exists
with the exact same wording in other
autonomous communities’ statutes.
The Catalan government bitterly
complained to no avail.
Since that time, the
demonstrations for Catalan
independence on Catalonia’s
National Day have grown, gathering
around one million people in
Barcelona alone in the last four years.
The previous Catalan President,
Artur Mas, tried approaching the
Spanish president for a negotiated
referendum on independence
without success. In November 2014,
a non-binding ‘Citizen Participation
Process on the Political Future of
Catalonia,’ not approved by the
Constitutional Court, took place.
The results indicated that most
of the people who voted (42.7%
of total eligible voters) wanted
independence from Spain. Accused
of civil disobedience and of carrying
out a banned consultation, President
Mas and other Catalan government
officials have been given fines of
millions of euros.
Elections were called September
2015. A new Catalan president, from
the same party as Mas, was elected
and pro-independence parties, with
the main agenda of carrying out a
proper independence referendum,
won majority in the Catalan
Parliament. With the backdrop of
the legal procedures against the late
president, the new Catalan president
and his government set themselves
to have a legitimate referendum on
independence for the Catalan people.
In spite of the Spanish government’s
searches for ballots and voting
boxes in private businesses and
government buildings in the weeks
leading to the vote, the referendum
on independence took place October
1. Organization, ingenuity and the
desire of people to democratically
express their wish won the day. Yet
the images of police in full battle gear
charging against regular citizens at
polling stations shocked the world.
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The total vote count (2,044,038)
gave a participation of 43%; 90.2%
voted yes to independence, 7.8%
voted no, and the rest were blank
votes. Another 770,000 votes were
confiscated by police and could not
be counted. These results surely
reflect the people’s desire to vote
and the fear to confront the police.
People on the street received the
results with songs and tears of joy.
Given the backdrop of 40 years
of military dictatorship, it was not
surprising that the King and the
Spanish government, composed by
Franco’s followers, have decided to
continue the path of confrontation.
Moraia Grau
Silverton

Stay for
Executive an
affront to justice
for Slocan
Valley residents

In connection with your recent
article about the stay given Executive
Flight Centre, the court’s decision
is a lopsided portrait of justice,
with reasoning which one can
occasionally encounter in court
rulings that seem to function in a
contextual vacuum. I refer to Justice
Mrozinski’s dismissal or stay of
the prosecution of Executive Flight
Centre for liability in the fuel dump
into the Slocan River, because the
government did not bring Executive
to trial before the 18-month ceiling
barred it for undue delay.
Based on case law, Madame
Mrozinski holds that during such a
period “the accused remains subject to
the stress and anxiety of uncertainty”
and that “although not formally
charged during the ‘gaps’ period, his
interests will continue to be affected
by the knowledge or expectation that
further charges are imminent.”
Surely this matter of stress and
anxiety rests on a question of equities,
which requires a balance of equities
or fairness, which is at the heart of
justice. If the distress of Executive is
to be considered in the light of Charter
protection, then on the balancing
scale, what has happened to the
equities of the aggrieved – meaning
the very large number of persons
and homeowners who were affected
with contaminated water and soil,
and who lived in fear and continuing
uncertainty over a protracted period
while the defendant Executive denied
all responsibility? The aggrieved
people of the Slocan have rights that
have been eclipsed by so one-sided
an estimate.
Madame Mrozinski, in her
words describing the delays between
January and June 2015, ignores
the requirement for extensive
investigation by the Crown that was
necessary to justify taking over the
Burgoon private prosecution, not
the least of which was establishing
the evidentiary basis to bring in the

truck driver Lasante as a co-accused.
The federal government’s prosecution
encompasses far wider and deeper
investigative and scientific findings
as to the spill consequences than
Burgoon in her private prosecution
had gathered. Indeed, the overall
nature of the evidence became
increasingly enlarged and (as
Madame Justice notes) the Crown
proposes to bring in 50 witnesses;
all this is mute testimony to the
exceptional circumstances than can
form a bar to the application of the
18-month ceiling.
How is justice served that puts
on its scale the inconvenience or
stress of potential prosecution on
the accused while ignoring the great
stress caused to the community? Does
Executive escape all responsibility for
generating real endangerment to the
community by reckless conduct and
willful ignorance because, waiting
for the investigation to tie in newly
accused Lasante, their truck driver,
as co-perpetrator, Executive was
subjected to the stress of waiting for
the re-installment of the prosecution?
The scales of justice symbolize
a moral force and balance, blind to
authority, wealth, power and status,
weighing competing claims and
evidence. How do Executive Flight
Centre’s interests and Charter rights
outweigh, on the opposite scale, the
impact, stress and consequences
of what Executive is charged with
having perpetrated, without Justice
herself being sullied by so inequitable
a finding? After all, the experience of
justice and the law is that all parties
receive what they deserve. What have
the aggrieved persons in the Slocan,
enduring stress and loss for so long,
received from this current ruling
but a sense of inequity, imbalance
and an adjudication through law
that ignores the equities for the
narrow consideration of distress to
the accused? What has happened to
balance, to the prospect that there can
be redress through law against those
responsible for grievous or hurtful
wrong done to them?
I’m writing to the Crown
prosecutor to urge an appeal of this
ruling on the grounds that all the facts
show the exceptional circumstances
required to overcome the 18-month
ceiling and that a grievous imbalance
in the equities underlying justice has
ensued with the stay given Executive
Flight.
Richard Caniell
Silverton
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Open letter to
the Chief Federal
Prosecutor Todd
C. Gerhart

With all due respect, it seems to me
that the Honourable Madame Justice
Mrozinski erred in her decision to stay
the case against Executive Flight Centre
in the Lemon Creek Fuel Spill trial.
Her ruling is based on the decision
made in the R. v. Jordan case, which
took a good look at the right to be tried
within a reasonable time as set out in
S. 11(b) of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. The Jordan case
set the ceiling for a ‘reasonable time’
at 18 months between the laying of the
charges and the end of the trial for cases
heard in the provincial courts.
Our justice system relies heavily
on decided cases. These are called
precedents, because the decision in such
cases precedes the case at bar.
R. v. Jordan is dated July 8, 2016.
Marilyn Burgoon laid charges against
Executive Flight Centre Fuel Services
Ltd. on September 29, 2014 – 21 months
before the Jordan decision came out.
In Justice Mrozinski’s decision, R.
v. Jordan has been applied retroactively.
Burgoon’s charges were stayed by
the federal Crown in January of 2016
when the federal Crown launched its
own investigation of the Lemon Creek
fuel spill.
The Crown spent several
months investigating the causes and
consequences of the jet fuel spill
which, to an ignoramus like me, seems
eminently reasonable and responsible.
This was not an ordinary B&E, assault,
or theft, nor was it a simple case of
finding and arresting the culprit. We are
dealing here with a corporation with
a chain of command, an accident, and
an environmental disaster, never mind
4,000 people having to deal with toxic
drinking water and a poisoned creek.
The investigation took the Crown six
months. Only then did they lay charges.
On July 22, 2016, just two weeks
after the Jordan decision, the Crown
laid charges which included different
parties, different charges, and a different
case number.
From the court documents,
Burgoon’s prosecution states: Marilyn
Burgoon v. Executive Flight Centre
Fuel Services Ltd., and Her Majesty
the Queen in her right of the Province
of British Columbia, Action #24399-1
under the Fisheries Act of 1985.
The federal Crown’s public
prosecution states: R. vs. Her Majesty
the Queen in right of the Province of
British Columbia as represented by the
Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations, and the Minister
of Transportation and Infrastructure,
and Executive Flight Centre Fuel
Services Ltd, and Danny Lasante,
under the Fisheries Act and under
the Environmental Management Act,
Action #25268.
The parties are different, the Acts
are different, the Action number is
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different. This cannot be said to be the
same case as Burgoon v. Executive
Flight.
R. v. Jordan is clear: the presumptive
18 months ceiling commences when
charges are laid. It does not include
the investigation which precedes this.
Madame Justice Mrozinski stayed the
charges against Executive Flight just 15
months after the Crown had laid charges.
The Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms on which the Jordan
decision rests deals with relations
between persons and governments.
The rights guaranteed by the Charter
take effect only as restrictions on the
power of government over the persons
entitled to the rights. It does not deal
with interpersonal relations such as
landlord and tenant, employer and
employee, or commercial transactions.
In privately laid charges, the government
is not involved. Therefore, one has to
question whether S.11(b), and with it
R. v. Jordan, can be applied to private
criminal charges.
S. 11(b) applies to “any person
charged with an offence.” There appears
to be no consensus as to whether
or not the term “persons” includes
corporations. The person charged with
an offence and jailed, waiting months
and sometimes years for a trial date,
undoubtedly suffers interference with
his/her bodily and/or psychological
integrity. One has to wonder whether a
corporation can suffer “interference with
its bodily or psychological integrity.”
People can, but corporations? R. v.
Jordan has been on the books for less
than a year and a half. Not long enough
for this question to have made its way
through the courts and be decided by the
Supreme Court of Canada. Opinions are
far from unanimous.
Executive Flight Centre is off the
hook. The victims of this environmental
disaster – not just the 4,000 people faced
with toxic drinking water, but also the
fish and wildlife, the watersheds and
the wetlands – are largely ignored in this
judgment. Is this justice?
Elsje de Boer
Fauquier

Energy file
needs overhaul

The BC Green Party is calling for an
overhaul of BC’s approach to the energy
file. The politicization of energy has got
in the way of sound fiscal management
and evidence-based policies that would
protect ratepayers and allow BC to
become a leader in alternative energy.
Energy has been treated like a
political tool in this province, depriving
British Columbians of the leadership and
sound fiscal management they deserve
from their government.
The NDP has announced that they
are freezing Hydro rates. BC Hydro is in
a dire financial position due to the utter
failure of the BC Liberals to responsibly
manage our finances. They raided BC
Hydro of more than half a billion dollars
in dividends last year alone. ICBC is
facing a similar financial mess for the
same reason.
Since the Liberals used LNG as
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a Hail Mary pass to clinch the 2013
election, they have been hell-bent on
developing an industry that was never
going to materialize. Due to Liberal
enticements to LNG companies, British
Columbians pay nearly twice as much
as hypothetical LNG companies for
their Hydro.
Site C is yet another piece of this
disturbing puzzle – it is billions of
dollars over budget and was pushed
through without proper oversight by
BCUC to satisfy the LNG pipedream.
BCUC, an independent body whose
purpose is to protect ratepayers, was
blocked from doing its job because of
the Liberals’ blind pursuit to get to yes
at any cost.
The NDP is at a crossroads. They
can continue down this path of reckless
Liberal fiscal management, or they can
keep their promise to be better. While
I’m glad they’re reviewing BC Hydro,
there are concrete steps they can take to
reverse the trend of energy policy being
used as a political tool. They can and
should cancel the Long Term Royalty
Agreement with Progress Energy, who,
by the way, is responsible for the two
largest unregulated dams in northeastern
BC. They can, and should stop the
pilfering of BC Hydro by requiring
dividends that, if not stopped, will
amount to $2.8 billion by 2020.
We cannot keep making political
decisions while saddling future
generations with debt. If the NDP truly
want to make life more affordable,
freezing hydro rates without developing
an energy strategy – which will simply
saddle our children with these costs – is
not the solution. We have a generational
opportunity to use this minority
government to chart a new path for
BC, one that takes us away from the BC
Liberals fiscal mismanagement. It will
require us to think big and to take bold
action, but that is exactly what British
Columbians deserve from their leaders.
Andrew Weaver
BC Green Party leader
Victoria

vast majority of NDP and Green votes
went nowhere.
Proportional representation is not a
partisan issue; it is a universal Canadian
value to believe that our vote should
count, and that our neighbour’s vote
should count, too. Whether we live in
a rural or an urban area, whether we
vote Liberal, Green or NDP, our current
system is not serving us well.
This June, a whole slew of Liberal
MLAs spoke glowingly in favour of
electoral reform in the legislature,
and this September, an Angus-Reid
poll found that over half of grassroots
BC Liberals support electoral reform
too. I sincerely hope these Liberal
members will not be ignored, and that
a supporter of electoral reform will enter
the Liberal Party leadership race. In a
healthy democracy, our votes should
count and our opinions should be fairly
represented. In our parliaments, but also
in our political parties.
Sjeng Derkx
Nelson

to the 2018 referendum on electoral
reform. Apparently keeping our current
voting system, in which less than 40%
of our votes ‘wins’ most elections is just
fine, but if a real 50%+1 majority of us
vote to change the voting system in the
referendum next year, that would be
undemocratic!
That ‘alternative logic’ aside, have
these Liberal leadership candidates
thought about how poorly our voting
system is serving their own supporters?
Almost 100,000 people who voted
Liberal in Vancouver and Victoria this
spring might as well have stayed home.
Liberal candidates received almost 30%
of the vote there, but won only 3 of the 18
seats. Conversely, in BC’s rural areas, the

Many of us do all we can to address
climate change. We look at how we get
around, the way we heat our homes and
what we eat, and make adjustments. We
join organizations that work towards
environmental solutions. As important
as these things are, they’re not enough.
Some important players are missing
from action: the players that have
contributed the most to climate change.
They’ve left poisoned land, air
and water in their wake, while using
their massive resources and influence
to misinform the general public and to
lobby our government representatives
to slow the transition away from fossil
fuels towards a more sustainable future.
This, despite the fact that they’ve known

Re: Forgotten
seniors

I agree with the letter writer about
our governments needing to look after
seniors better, but I’m getting really
tired of immigrant-blaming. The money
our governments spend on supporting
immigrants to get settled here in Canada
is miniscule (though often greatly
exaggerated by the right wing in social
media, etc.)
Money is spent on subsidizing fossil
fuels, the expanding military, and all
kinds of things I would prefer our taxes
not to be spent on. And then there’s the
amount of money foregone in taxes
because of various tax policies and the
rich managing to find loopholes that
make the rest of us pay more. This is a
rich country, and there would be plenty if
spending priorities were different.
Also, keep in mind that our
population is aging. Who is going to
take care of all the seniors without
immigrants?
Tia Leschke
Winlaw

Are Liberal
leadership contenders Fossil fuel
abandoning their own companies
supporters?
should be held
So far, every declared BC Liberal
Party leadership candidate is opposed accountable

about the effects of climate change since
the 1960s.
Just 20 fossil fuel companies
are responsible for about 30% of
the greenhouse gases in the world’s
atmosphere today. Their products and
operations have created the same total
emissions as the United States and China
combined. They’ve made hundreds of
billions of dollars, and have assumed
that they wouldn’t have to pay the
costs associated with the damage their
industries have caused.
Now that the world is experiencing
wildfires, droughts, and other weather
events, shouldn’t these companies
pick up at least part of the tab for the
incredible losses we’re experiencing? If
they don’t, we taxpayers will be on the
hook again, despite having subsidized
these industries with our tax dollars for
decades.
Communities may be able to use
their own laws to hold global fossil fuel
companies accountable, without waiting
for countries to regulate them. The City
of Victoria has written a request letter to
help cover these costs to 20 of the world’s
biggest fossil fuel producers, including
Chevron, ExxonMobil and Shell. I hope
Kootenay communities will consider
following their lead.
Diana van Eyk
Nelson

Open letter to
BC residents

Although we may not know
each other, we may share a common
concern around our current climate
dilemma. People in my part of BC
worry that, collectively, our elected
representatives, both provincially
and nationally, are letting politics
get in the way of effectively dealing
with what is really a global climate
problem.
Assuming you are concerned
about the future of BC and our planet,
one easy first step would be to write
your MLA and MP to let them know
your concern. Also, that this could be
a time for all levels of government
to work together in dealing with this
collective problem. Get to know
your elected representatives and
happy writing. Your silence gives
permission for nothing to change.
Ron Robinson
Nelson

Health care

Bernie Sanders recently came
to Canada to check out Canada’s
medical system. It’s good to hear he
still has some steam. Maybe there IS
still hope. He said Canada’s system
looked pretty good... not as good as
the medical systems in some richer
European countries, but still pretty
good.
The thing is, Canada is trying
to develop a system that is ‘second
to none.’ Course, Trump is trying
to outdo us by creating a medical
system that is ‘first to none,’ and so
far he’s doing pretty well.
Rod Retzlaff
Glade
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ASLCS appoints new social venture coordinator
by Art Joyce
Colleen Scissons is the new social
venture coordinator for Arrow and
Slocan Lakes Community Services,
administering a program that brings
benefits to both her clients and the
community.
A ‘social venture’ is one that
uses entrepreneurial principles but
with the focus on the betterment
of the community rather than
profit. Scissons oversees four such
initiatives that employ a total of 10 of
her clients who are ‘differently abled’
(formerly known as ‘disabled’). The
program is supported by Work BC,
which provides job coaches to assist
those with employment challenges.
Wages are paid out of income earned
by the social ventures themselves.
The program’s firewood project
has just been completed, with workers
cutting, splitting and delivering 50
cords of wood to Nakusp area clients.
Scissons takes a hands-on approach
– the day she was interviewed for the
Valley Voice, she’d just returned from
helping to deliver a load of firewood
on a muddy road that bogged down
the delivery truck. NACFOR donated
a load of birch, seasoned for 18
months. Five people are employed
on the project. Funding has also been
provided by the local chapter of the
Masons.
Another project makes use of
a mobile shredder that now resides

at the ASLCS office in Nakusp.
Once a week, people can have their
confidential documents shredded.
A local accounting firm has been
donating boxes.
“There’s also one called the
‘cardboard venture,’ which is just
going around to businesses and
getting rid of any cardboard and any
garbage they may have; we’ll haul it
away for them,” says Scissons.
The fourth initiative is a mobile
bottle recycling ‘depot,’ a container

submitted
When a serious illness or tragedy
strikes, it is natural for many of us
to want to reach out to others in
order to share experiences and offer
support of one kind or another. In
the past, people relied primarily
on family members, neighbours,
and good friends in the community
to both receive and share helpful
information, experience, and
support. Today, people look toward
those who face similar challenges
to their own via more formalized
support groups as a vital source of

inspiration and solace.
The purpose of support groups
is to reinforce the activities and
acknowledge the importance of
bringing together wellness and
health related organizations and
individuals to network to help meet
their common goals. Participants
believe that positive change happens
through individual efforts combined
with the compassionate support of
others.
Benefits experienced through
tapping into a support group include
feeling empowered as one seeks to

trailer donated to ASLCS by Troy
Clark of Nakusp Pharmachoice, who
originally established the venture.
“The way it started was, anybody
who had bottles would just deposit
their bottles at the trailer, and then
a youth group would come and sort
them all and get the funds for that,”
explains Scissons. “Now, we have
one person with different abilities
who works there. He hadn’t been
employed before but he’s brilliant,
he’s our go-to manager there. He

ASLCS social venture program’s firewood project has just been completed, with workers
cutting, splitting and delivering 50 cords of wood to Nakusp-area clients.

knows every kind of bottle there is
and where they all go to. He’s so
proud of his job he arrives an hour
early so he’s ready to go. The pride
of ownership of the job is just great
for him.” Recently, the senior high
school volleyball team earned $684
after an eight-hour shift recycling
bottles.
Scissons says she hopes to see
the program expand to help more
people who have had barriers to
employment, such as those coming
out of addiction rehabilitation. For
those on disability benefits, it’s a way
of topping up a marginal income.
“Some are struggling because they
don’t have that work experience. If

they can be employed for awhile
with us, then they’ve got somewhere
to jump off from, they have some
credentials to move forward, or stay
if they want.”
Scissons is clearly the right
person for the job. Her enthusiasm
for her clients is obvious by the way
she speaks of the program. She sees
plenty of benefits for the community
as well. “As you can tell, I’m just
super excited and enthused about the
project. I’m really excited about the
bottle depot because I really don’t
want people taking their bottles to
the dump. This is a way people in
the community can give without it
affecting them so much.”

Dario Dubec, John DeWitt (bucker), Joe Blackman, and Guy Duchaine (supervisor) are all employed at
Nakusp’s social venture firewood program, operated by Arrow & Slocan Lakes Community Services.

Supports available from Arrow & Slocan Lakes Community Services
assume an active role in governing
one’s own health and well-being
to the maximum extent possible.
This frequently results in gaining
self-confidence in coping with life’s
challenges throughout the process.
The following are some
suggested behaviours which might
point to an individual’s need to
reach out for support: feeling angry
at not being able to make yourself or
your loved one feel better, resulting
in becoming irritable or shorttempered; social withdrawal – one
ceases doing the things that once

were important and brought joy into
one’s life; experiencing anxiety –
worry about one’s ability to face
the next day, or feeling jumpy or
even out-of-control; exhaustion
and sleeplessness – feeling drained
of energy, even after a full night’s
sleep; lack of concentration – feeling
unable to stay focused on a specific
task; health problems – finding little
or no time to take care of oneself
along with experiencing an increase
in the incidence of colds, flu or other
illness.
For further information and
support on a variety of needs
including mental health, Alcoholics
Anonymous (or similar) groups,
individual or family counselling,
programs, and services within the
area, contact Arrow and Slocan Lakes
Community Services at 265-3674.

LOOKING
FOR THAT
SPECIAL
TOUCH
Phone PALS at 250-265-3792 to
find out how YOU can help continue
the work of rehabilitating a kitten to
become a family pet.
PALS ANNUAL CREATIVE HANDS
CRAFT FAIR is Saturday, November 25th at the Nakusp Arena Auditorium. Doors open 10:00 – 4:00.

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

SUMMIT LAKE SKI AREA
www.skisummitlake.com

2017-2018 EARLY BIRD RATES
EARLY BIRD RATES AVAILABLE UNTIL
DECEMBER 1, 2017

      		

Andi Gabb laid the wreath on behalf of the Nakusp Rotary Club at Remembrance Day Ceremonies, November 11.

Reg. price Early Bird SEASON PASSES AVAILABLE
Adults (19-59 yrs)
$325.00 $270.00
AT THE PALS CRAFT FAIR
Students (13-18)       $265.00 $220.00
(ARENA CONCESSION AREA)
Child (6-12 )            $185.00 $150.00
ON NOVEMBER 25TH
Senior (60-65)         $185.00 $150.00
FROM 10:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Over 65		
$55.00 $55.00
EARLY BIRD TICKETS CAN
X-Country/Snowshoe $35.00 $35.00
ALSO BE PURCHASED AT
Family Rates (must include at least 1 Adult)
SHON’S BIKE & SKI,
1 Adult                   $325.00 $270.00
409
BROADWAY ST. FROM
2 Adults                  $575.00 $485.00
NOVEMBER 28
Students                   $215.00 $190.00
CASH & CHEQUES ONLY
Child                        $150.00 $130.00
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Slocan Valley Family of Schools Facilities Plan update
by Sandra Smith
SD 8 officials and interested
Slocan Valley parents/community
members gathered at Appledale Hall
on October 30 for an update on the
Facilities Plan.
Beginning with the background,
Secretary-Treasurer Kim Morris
presented the information to more
than 20 parents and children.
After significant public protest
over Winlaw Elementary School
closure last spring, the ministry came
forward with a Rural Education

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
– Open daily –

(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

Enhancement Fund (REEF), to be
released in the current 2017-2018
school year and used for operational
purposes only. School District 8
applied for REEF and was awarded
a total of $404.000; $357,677 to
keep WES open and $46,947 to
keep Jewett School open in Meadow
Creek. The amount of the grant is
the same amount it would cost the
ministry to close the schools.
Morris said REEF was being
made available to preserve schools
in small rural communities where
students would be displaced if the
school closed.
The board plans to access this
funding for the schools until it
expires. In the meantime, the board
is seeking to build capital reserves
via the sale of surplus properties.
Six surplus property appraisals
are completed with an estimated
value of $1.2 - $1.8 million. The
properties include Creston Education
Centre, Yahk Elementary School,
Kin Park Property in Creston, Salmo
Elementary School, Al Collinson
Elementary and Gordon Sargent
Elementary. The board office on
Johnstone Road will be reappraised
in the winter of 2017, said Morris.
SD8 has also secured surplus
funding of $711,000 from the 201516 school year and $557,179 from
the 2016-17 year that went directly
to the Local Capital For Facilities
Plan. With almost $1.3 million put

St. Anthony’s
Christmas Market

November 25
10 am - 2 pm • Bosun Hall
CHOW MEIN AND BORSCHT WILL
BE SERVED FROM THE KITCHEN
AS A FUNDRAISER FOR THE
NEW DENVER NURSERY
SCHOOL
CAKE WALK RETURNS!!

Slocan Valley

Now in stock, new
& old-fashioned
educational toys
Chainsaws &
accessories in stock
Be prepared for winter!!

toward the proposed capital projects,
Morris said their hope is to show
the Province they are committed to
investing in their own communities
and doing their part to keep their
vulnerable rural schools open.
SD8 submitted a capital plan
to the ministry that included two
expansion projects, one replacement
project, and one enhancement
project. The primary expansion
project involves expanding Salmo
Secondary School to accommodate
grades K-12, following up with a
plan for expansion to the Blewett
Elementary School to accommodate
K-7, with grades 8-12 going to
Nelson.
The board seeks to replace South
Nelson Elementary School on the
Trafalgar property, Morris said,
adding that the enhancement project
of installing an elevator in the Central
School has received approval for its
first phase of funding, $410,000,
with a further $500,000 for phase
two pending.
As the board makes a case for
the capital projects, it is also building
reserves as well as continuing to

monitor enrolment, which was close
to projections with a few surprises
in the mix.
“It’s a good news story for WE
Graham in Slocan. Overall, there was
an increase by 20 students over what
we thought,” said Morris.
Information in the Facilities
Plan will be updated semi-annually,
including enrolment projections,
property disposal status, capacity
utilization, facility condition indices,
programming and transition updates,
as well as capital planning status
updates.
The provincial mandate to restore
the 2002 collective agreement is a
welcome change, said Morris, but 36
more teachers in the district this year
also proves challenging, as space is
extremely limited. Also, the board
is not certain how it will impact
capacity utilization.
As SD8 continues to monitor and
respond to challenges, they are also
tendering architectural services for
the expansion projects so they are
ready and able to take advantage of
possible surplus dollars, said Morris.
The next steps also include

forming an inclusive design team
with teachers, parents and children
as part of the team. Space needs will
have to be re-evaluated, property
disposal will be monitored, and the
board will work with the ministry
to customize a design template for
the new Salmo K-12 configuration.
Ultimately the aim is to prepare a
‘shovel-ready’ project, she said.
As the board investigates
either adding more space to
Salmo Secondary and/or making
arrangements to use part of the Salmo
Valley Youth and Community Centre
(the former Secondary School),
it will study the pros and cons of
partnering with the Village of Salmo
to review heating system options to
reduce costs and greenhouse gas
emissions through developing a
district energy system (DES).
The proposed DES would
serve the Salmo Valley Swimming
Pool, the Salmo Valley Youth and
Community Centre and the Salmo
Secondary School. The buildings
are within close proximity and
are considered ‘intensive heating
facilities’, said Morris.

by Katrine Campbell
Many people around New
Denver either compost, or are aware
of the benefits but don’t have the
capacity to do it themselves.
The Healthy Community
Society is advocating community
composting, with a central facility
where people can take their food and
yard waste.
HCS Director Julia Greenlaw
made a presentation on composting
and organic waste diversion at
Lucerne School on October 30.
Special guest and expert horticulturist
Mario Lanthier was scheduled
to present, but was called home
unexpectedly.
Greenlaw said she had noticed
that many people stop composting
after the summer, and believes that
a community facility would make
it easier to keep going year round.
The HCS wants to take an indepth look at composting, and do a
pilot project. They hope for funding
from Columbia Basin Trust and

others to underwrite the project.
Some of the figures she provided
were startling: in Canada, six million
tonnes of food waste are landfilled
each year. Each Canadian produces
five tonnes of greenhouse gas every
year. By recycling organic kitchen
waste, we can save up to 12.5% of
one tonne.
In 2015, 66% of people in BC
live in regional districts with bans
on throwing organic waste into
the garbage. The provincial target
for 2020 is to have 75% of BC’s
population covered by organic waste
disposal restrictions. We dispose of
350 kilograms of compostable waste
per person per year.
A huge majority of people in
New Denver – 93.3% – agreed in
the HCS survey that there should
be an increase in the amount and
types of material diverted from our
landfill. That number is 76.67%
for New Denver, Silverton, and the
surrounding portion of Area H.
And 99.33% of New Denverites,
and 88.23% of the area population,
agreed that they would pay more for
a program that diverts food waste

from the landfill.
Partners in the biodiversion
effort include the Villages, LESS,
Father Sun Farms, WildSafeBC,
Harvest Share, RDCK, CBT Climate
Action and the HCS.
Greenlaw also said Columbia
Basin Trust is supportive of hiring
a Waste Ambassador, similar to the
Water Ambassadors hired to help
people conserve water.
The society’s next steps are to
get more surveys completed, to work
with the biodiversion partners to
create a plan and budget for a pilot
project, and then look for funding to
undertake the pilot project. So far,
the society’s funds for the research,
public outreach, survey, and planning
for this project have come mainly
from CBT Climate Action and some
through Area H Director Walter
Popoff.
If you want to complete the
survey, go to surveymonkey.com/r/
GQ3LF52. The link is also available
on the Village of New Denver
website, with hard copies at the
Village office and the Valley Voice
office.

submitted
PALS will once again be having
a table at the St. Anthony’s Christmas
Flea Market on Saturday, November
25 at the Bosun Hall in New Denver,
10 am to 2 pm.
A Nakusp representative will
be available from 10 am to noon
to answer any questions regarding
the Protecting Animal Life Society

services and programs that are
offered.
We do not want to forget our
four-legged family members when
we shop, so stop by our table and
pick up something special for your
special friend. Catnip, doggy bones
and toys will make them happy – and
perhaps a coat for warmth?
We must remember our twolegged friends, as well. PALS is
seeking donations of homemade
items and baking to sell at our
table. Please contact Arlene 3587785 or Lori 358-7752 if you wish
to contribute. Thank you for your
support – it is good to shop locally!

Healthy Community Society advocates community composting

5763 Hwy 6, Winlaw 250-226-7771 • 250-226-6748 • open 9-5 daily,10-4 Sundays

HOME HARDWARE
Splitting mauls, axes, wedges,
wood splitter, cables, chains
Time to get cutting & stay warm
Snowblowers & Snow
shovels to clear
your driveway
• Ice melt
Wire fencing • Wood posts/treated
and untreated • Electrical • Plumbing
• Irrigation • Fasteners • Household
Supplies • Gardening Supplies • Tools
• Fertilizers • Soils • Manures • Insulation
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Wood pellets
SPF $259.99/ton
Fir $279.99/ton

Beauti-Tone
Paints

Generators, wheelbarrows,
wood & pellet stoves
Let us help you winterize your
home for a worry-free winter!!

Check out the PALS table
at the Christmas Flea Market

Support the Valley Voice
with a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30
Send Cheque to: Valley Voice
Box 70 New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

British Home Children honoured as war veterans
by Art Joyce
For some Canadian war veterans,
acknowledgement has been a long,
long time coming – 100 years in fact.
The British Home Children – the
more than 100,000 boys and girls
from poverty-stricken families sent
to Canada to work as indentured
labourers – were finally honoured in
a 2014 ceremony for their service in
World War I. The ceremony was held
July 28, 2014 at Black Creek Pioneer
Village in North York, Ontario, on
the centennial of the outbreak of
WWI. Among the special guests was
celebrity Don Cherry, himself the
descendant of a British Home Child.
British Home Children
Advocacy and Research Association
(BHCARA) director Lori Oschefsky
was a key figure in organizing
the Black Creek event. “Veterans
Affairs Canada will now recognize
the service of the BHC in the wars
as an individual group of Canadians
who served,” she says. “Right next to

the Aboriginals, Blacks, and Chinese
you’re going to see our Home
Children. It will be on their website
in upcoming months.”
Despite their rejected status
in British society and often poor
treatment in Canada, the BHC were
among Canada’s most enthusiastic
recruits. Virtually 100% of all ‘home
boys’ in Canada eligible to enlist
did so during the First World War,
up to 10,000 of them. By April 2,
1917, over 7,000 BHC had enlisted.
The exact figure is not known, since
the BHC were not registered in the
armed forces as a distinct category.
On military attestation documents,
their birth dates are more often
incorrect than correct and sometimes
simply listed as unknown. Many
were separated from their families
at an early age and lost contact with
them. Often they didn’t know their
own birthdates. Research is ongoing
through groups such as BHCARA.
Oschefsky estimates that

approximately 1,000 BHC lost
their lives in WWI, 689 of them
at the Battle of Vimy Ridge,
Passchendaele and the Battle of
Hill 70 in 1917. Canada’s Vimy
Memorial commemorates 218 BHC
dead in that battle among the total
11,285 Canadian soldiers killed
there. “On the first day of the Battle
of Vimy Ridge, we lost 46 British
Home Children,” says Oschefsky.
“Steve Glover, historian for the
Barrie Legion, estimates that the
enlistments for the Second World
War would be double that of the First
World War – so an estimated 20,000
BHC enlistments.”
The Black Creek event was
organized by Lori Oschefsky and
Sandra Joyce, both descendants of
BHCs, and included the unveiling
of the British Home Child Honour
Roll plaque. The heritage village
featured a special display of BHC
memorabilia: some of the travel
trunks that were given to the children

Work experience participants revitalize
the heart of the community in Taghum
submitted
Communities need a place where
people can come together to connect
and celebrate. In Taghum, that’s the
Taghum Hall.
Now, thanks to three participants
on a work experience project, the
hall is better prepared to bring the
community together.
The six-month project, which
received $47,122 in government
funding, has provided training and
experience in construction skills,
including demolition, concrete,
framing, insulation, electrical,
painting and roofing.
“Projects like this one contribute
to a strong sense of community, while
also providing opportunity for skill
development and apprenticeship
training,” said Shane Simpson,
Minister of Social Development
and Poverty Reduction. “We’re
proud of supporting initiatives like
the revitalization of Taghum Hall,
where the value for the community
and for the workers will last for years
to come.”
The hall holds numerous events
throughout the year, including
concerts, weekly yoga classes, and
annual festivals. The changes mean
that the building is more accessible
to community members who use
wheelchairs, in addition to making
the space more usable due to better
storage.
Michelle Mungall, MLA
for Nelson-Creston, stressed the
importance of the project for the area.
“Three people gained valuable
work experiences and skills. Taghum
got an accessible community hall
with enough storage to meet its
needs. This is a win all around and
I look forward to future community
events in this fantastic space.”
Working under the direction
of Robert Slater, a former trades
instructor, the participants built a
fence to provide privacy for the
neighbours, worked on the demolition
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and reconstruction of a storage area
and built an accessibility ramp
leading into the hall. Despite the
challenging air quality that affected
outdoor workers across the province
this summer, the project is coming
to a successful, on-time finish on
November 10.
“This program has provided the
participants with the experience of
constructing a building from site
layout through concrete, framing and
finishing with an ongoing focus on
safe work practices,” Slater said. “I
expect this will improve their chances
for success in any future work.” He
also noted how proud the participants
are of their accomplishments.
Nick Bozak, one of the
participants, has gained full-time
employment, and another participant,
Dan Charbonneau, has been taken
on as an apprentice by the project
manager.
“Even if I don’t continue with
carpentry as my final career, what
I have learned working here with
Bob can be transferred to other
occupations, whatever the next step
may be for me,” Charbonneau said.
Heather Haake, chairperson of
the Taghum Hall Board, couldn’t
be happier with the outcome of the
project.
“From the construction of
the privacy fence in June, to the
pouring of the accessibility ramp,
to today’s nearly completed new
office and storage area, it has been
exciting to come down to the hall
and see what Bob and the crew
have accomplished,” she said. “All
of these improvements will make
Taghum Hall an even more inviting
venue for all the community events
that are hosted here. It has also
been encouraging to watch the crew
members learn and grow under Bob’s
direction and prepare themselves for
the next step.”
The Ministry of Social
Development and Poverty Reduction

provides funding through the Job
Creation Partnerships stream of
the Community and Employer
Partnerships program. This program
funds projects that increase
employability levels and share labour
market information.
The Community and Employer
Partnerships program provides
support to people who are struggling
to gain a foothold in the job market. It
helps build stronger partnerships with
industry and labour to connect British
Columbians with classroom and
on-the-job training, while making
it easier for employers to hire the
skilled workers they need.
To date, the program has helped
almost 1,675 job seekers benefit from
work experience and funded close to
300 projects throughout the province.
Learn more about Taghum Hall
and view upcoming events: http://
taghumhall.ca/
For more information on
Community and Employer
Partnerships: www.workbc.ca/CEP
F i n d a l o c a l Wo r k B C
Employment Services Centre: www.
workbccentres.ca
Learn more about the Ministry
of Social Development and Poverty
Reduction: www.gov.bc.ca/sdpr

for their ocean crossing from
Britain; signal flags veteran Arthur
Clarkson used while serving; a set
of meticulously recorded diaries
documenting Joseph Treend’s efforts
to find and reunite with his siblings
during the First World War; and a
Next-of-Kin Memorial Plaque issued
to Cecil Bennett’s Canadian family
after he was killed in action at Vimy
Ridge.
Former Ontario MPP Jim
Brownell, who was instrumental in
having September 28 proclaimed
British Home Child Day in that
province, was another special guest
at the Black Creek event, along with
Don Cherry. Cherry’s grandfather
Richard Palamountain was a BHC.
Several prominent Canadians are
BHC descendants. Late Toronto
Mayor Rob Ford’s grandfather,
Ernest Ford, was a BHC who served
in the First World War. An unknown
number of BHCs enlisted in both
world wars, including Alfred Mist.
Many were decorated for their
service, including Victoria Cross
recipient Claude Nunney. Henry
Hickley, who was killed in action,
was recommended for the Victoria
Cross and received the Distinguished
Conduct Medal.

To the best of current knowledge,
there are only three surviving
Canadian BHC veterans of 20th
century wars. George Beardshaw,
93, arrived in Canada in 1938
with Barnardo’s children’s care
organization, and served in the
Second World War with the Queen’s
Own Rifles. John Vallance, 92,
arrived with Barnardo’s in 1939,
serving in the Korean War and for 30
years in the Canadian military. World
War II BHC veteran Pat Maloney is
another survivor.
There is currently a motion in
the House of Commons from MP for
Stormont-Dundas-South Glengarry
Guy Lauzon to make September
28 Canada’s national British Home
Child Day in recognition of their
contributions to this country. And
this year, thanks to the efforts of Judy
Neville of the Ontario East British
Home Child Family group, a wreath
was laid for BHCs in Ottawa during
Remembrance Day ceremonies.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

TREE “LIGHT-UP” SUNDAY DECEMBER 3, 2017
6 PM AT THE WELLNESS CENTRE IN SLOCAN
COME & HANG YOUR OWN HOMEMADE ORNAMENTS
ENJOY THE CAROLLING... COOKIES AND HOT CHOCOLATE
LETTERS TO SANTA ADDRESSED
TO: SANTA
NORTH POLE
HOH OHO
EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

New Denver
Community
Pharmacy

DID YOU KNOW...

In addition to flu shots, we provide travel shots
and other necessities to get you prepared for your
winter getaway
Call or come by for details
Phone: 250-358- 2500
309 6th Avenue, New Denver
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FortisBC helps out Passmore First Responders

submitted
First Responders from
Passmore Volunteer Fire
Department have just received
a donation from FortisBC
in the amount of $2,500. It
will be used for the purchase
of equipment and dedicated
medical First Responder
clothing, which are designed
to keep First Responders and
patients safe.
‘First Responder’ is a term
often used in the media to refer

to a person who is likely to
be among the first to respond
to an emergency, and might
include police, ambulance,
fire, and search and rescue.
However, ‘First Responder’
also refers to a licensed level
of pre-hospital emergency
medical and trauma care.
Many volunteer and career fire
departments in BC have some
or all of their members trained
and licensed to the FR level.
The Passmore VFD

currently has eight First
Responders on its roster. The
role of a First Responder
is to identify, access, and
begin treatment of patient(s),
and upon arrival of BC
Ambulance, to ‘hand over’
and assist with loading and
transport of patients. In the
case of unstable or critical
patients, one or more First
Responder will ride in the
ambulance to hospital, to
assist the attending paramedic.

In 2016, the Passmore
VFD responded to 66 First
Responder calls. On most
calls, Passmore firefighters
and officers accompany and
assist First Responders.
The initial mandate of the
fire service in the Regional
District of Central Kootenay

was structural fire protection.
However, as rural fire
departments have evolved
over the last 10 years, they also
attend motor vehicle incidents
and interface and grass fires,
and conduct evacuations.
The Passmore department
has also developed specialty

teams, Swift Water Rescue
and medical First Response,
which are not funded by the
Regional District and operate
with grants and donations.
“So the Fortis grant is
extremely important to us!”
says Passmore Assistant Fire
Chief Bill Hillary.

First Responders from Passmore Volunteer Fire Department have just received a donation from FortisBC in the amount of $2,500.

PRWUA hosting Christmas Faire
submitted
Non-profit work is vital to
representing the community’s
interests and the Perry Ridge
Water Users Association is
celebrating non-profit groups
with a Christmas Faire at the
Passmore Hall December 3
from 10:30 am to 4:30 pm.
All non-profit groups
are invited to set up and sell
items for fundraising and
distribute information about
their groups. Other vendors
are also invited and their
tables will be by donation. The

Sinixt women’s group Smum
Iem will be doing a food
booth. Everyone is invited to
help local non-profit groups
fundraise for the upcoming
new year. If you would like to
reserve a table call 250-2267324. Set up will be at 9:30.
• The PRWUA held
its annual BC Rivers Day
Celebration in September.
The keynote presenter was
Frank Fowler, instructor of
Geology and Hydrology at
Selkirk College for 10 years,
now retired. The upload of his

presentation ‘Relationships
Between Climate Change and
Rivers’ is now on YouTube at:
youtube.com/watch?v=iocw0
nWRNcw&feature=youtu.be.
The filming and uploading
was done for the association
by local video-photographer
Kai Cabodyna. The ability
to continue learning in the
comfort of your home is one of
the benefits of internet.
The opportunity to hold
the BC Rivers Day Celebration
was helped by funding from
CBT and RDCK Area H.

submitted
Get into the Christmas
Spirit with Slocan Valley
Recreation’s 35th annual
Christmas Tea for Seniors! On
Saturday, December 2, join
your friends at the Slocan Park
Hall from 1 to 3 pm for this
free, fun-filled event. Seniors
throughout the region are

invited to attend.
Enjoy delicious food,
terrific draw prizes and the
company of great friends. As
well, be treated to the wonderful
voices of the Community Choir.
This event is made possible
with the generous sponsorship
of many local businesses as well
as a great crew of volunteers.

A free bus will be available
for pick up from Slocan, as well
as one from Castlegar. Please
call to reserve your seat by
Friday, November 24 as space
on the buses is limited.
For more information or
for bus reservation, please call
Slocan Valley Recreation at
250-226-0008.

Seniors invited to Christmas Tea

The annual Christmas Tea for Seniors takes place December 2 at Slocan Park Hall.
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Clean-up started at Snk’mip Marsh at the north end of Slocan Lake
submitted
The Fish & Wildlife
Compensation Program (FWCP)
has agreed to fund $50,000 toward
the acquisition of the Snk’mip
(Bonanza) Marsh Nature Preserve at
the north end of Slocan Lake.
This ecologically vital wetland
property was purchased by the
Valhalla Foundation for Ecology
and Social Justice at the end of
August following a fundraising effort
that saw generous support from
conservation-oriented local citizens
and long-time supporters from across
Canada and the US.
The FWCP support will be put
toward the acquisition cost, meaning
more funds from other donors can
be applied to future stewardship
and restoration work. As well, the
foundation will eventually establish
a conservation endowment fund so
the long-term stewardship of the
marsh is ensured.
The nature preserve is open for
public non-motorized use. Walkers
are welcome to visit provided they
understand they use the area at their

own risk. Dogs must be on a leash
and droppings cleaned up. The
foundation asks that visitors stay on
the main pathways and don’t venture
into wet areas or break any new
trails. If over-wintering trumpeter
swans are using the open springs in
the wetlands, the VF recommends
viewing only from the adjacent rail
trail.
As the first snows arrive, the VF
has physically secured the property
and done the first stages of clean-up
and some biological surveys. The
first priority in mid-September was
to install three sturdy gates to control
motorized access. Some machine
work was done and large boulders
placed to decommission other access
points into the marsh.
Clean-up of refuse and
abandoned material on the property
has also commenced. Several small
structures were taken apart and
several trailer-loads of garbage taken
to the transfer station. As well, a large
load of scrap metal was removed to
a metal-recycling facility.
A bat specialist inspected the

Lichenologist Dr. Toby Spribille with graduate student Gulnara Tagirdzhanova and VWS
biologist Amber Peters (standing) identifying lichens at marsh.

Valhalla Foundation director Wayne McCrory at the access point to Snk’mip Marsh Nature
Preserve in Hills, at the north end of Slocan Lake. Three sturdy gates have been installed to
control motorized access to the property.

property and found no evidence of
bats roosting in the derelict house,
meaning that demolition could safely
be started. Wildlife Conservation
Society Canada scientists will advise
on installing specialized artificial bat
structures in the spring, with a goal
of providing roosts for the more
endangered species.
Lichenologist Dr. Toby Spribille
and his assistant visited the marsh
on Thanksgiving weekend and
found more than 90 identified lichen
species in the marsh, with another
50 whose identity has yet to be

confirmed in his lab.
Plans are being made to deal with
several invasive species in the marsh
as part of a larger restoration plan
to be undertaken in the spring. On
the recommendation of the Central
Kootenay Invasive Species Society,
spotted knapweed areas will be handpulled. The VF hopes to involve
Lucerne School’s science students in
this effort as part of the Know Your
Watershed program.
The foundation notes with regret
the recent passing of long-time
Hills resident Marguerite Alvarez.

The Alvarez family owns the lower
part of the marsh adjacent to the
Snk’mip parcel. Just prior to her
passing Marguerite and her family
were able to celebrate the protection
of the marsh, a dream come true
for Marguerite as well as many
conservation-minded Slocan Valley
residents.
Watch for more information on
a Snk’mip Marsh knapweed-pulling
party and public information day in
the spring. For now, the many rare
and endangered species sheltered
there are taking their winter’s rest.
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REMEMBRANCE DAY

On behalf of the Royal Canadian Legion, President Pat Ashton lays one of many wreaths at the cenotaph in Slocan to honour the fallen.

Piper Gerry Conway at the Nakusp Remembrance Day ceremonies.

The parade marched to the sound of the bagpipes at New Denver’s Remembrance Day ceremony this year. The piper was Lisa
Demerchant, Lemon Creek resident and New Denver Community Pharmacy employee. Bugler Jack Kelly plays Last Post as
Demerchant and the colour party stand at attention.

And at the going down of the sun
We shall remember them

510 Broadway Nakusp 250-265-3662

Lest we
forget

Box Lake Lumber
Nakusp • 250-265-4767
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REMEMBRANCE DAY
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Chaplain Dan Freeman reads a prayer at Nakusp’s Remembrance Day ceremonies. A row of RCMP in red serge, veterans and other dignitaries
stand in the blustery weather to take their turn to each lay their wreath in honour of the fallen. The colour party have taken up their positions at the
four corners of the cenotaph. Legion President Harvey Truax bows his head in prayer.

Mounties in red serge lead the New Denver Remembrance Day parade.

A large crowd gathered to march from the Slocan Legion to the Cenotaph for the Remembrance Day Ceremony.

West Side Small Engines
Passmore • 250-226-7145

The Valley Voice
wishes to recognize
the contribution
of our veterans to
building peace in
the world
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Mountain film festival call for submissions
submitted
The North Valley Mountain Film
Festival will once again offer the
People’s Choice Award for the 2018
festival. Last year’s award sponsors
– Valhalla Mountain Touring,
Ambler Mountain Works, and Ice
Creek Lodge – are continuing their
support of this award.
“This was a successful and
fun addition to our festival and we
are pleased to be able to offer it
again this year,” said coordinator
Myles Berney. Cash prizes of $300,
$200 and $100 will be awarded
respectively to the three films voted
‘best’ by the audience at the March
3 event in Silverton.
“ We r e c e i v e e x c e l l e n t
submissions every year,” added
Berney. “We never know what artists
are going to send us but we look
forward to viewing all submissions
and do our best to select a diverse

range of films and slideshows for
each year’s festival. We strive to
offer a venue where you can share
your adventures and passions with
your friends and community.”
Feature films and slide shows
at past festivals have included a
broad range of disciplines and
subject matter ranging from
short films about family ski
trips, to professionally produced
environmental documentaries.
Submissions for the 2018
festival are now open and will
be accepted until the January 31
deadline. The NVMFF is looking for
films or slideshows that showcase
passion for the outdoors or the
environment, preferably with a
Kootenay connection.
For submission guidelines
and event information, please
visit the festival website at
northvalleyfilmfestival.com or direct

Open Sun. 11-3 • 411 Kootenay St, Nelson

inquiries to northvalleyfilmfest@
gmail.com.
This annual celebration is made
possible through the contributions

of local artists and volunteers, and
this year the NVMFF organizing
committee is thankful for support
from Valhalla Mountain Touring,

Ambler Mountain Works, Ice Creek
Lodge and the Columbia Basin Trust
through the Community Initiatives
funding program.

submitted
Cam Penner and Jon Wood
return to Kaslo Saturday, November
25, 7 pm at the Langham.
Penner & Wood have been
moving Canadian and European
audiences for a decade with their
unique live show. It’s as fragile as it
is grand: like watching a tight rope
walker or a trapeze artist at work.
It’s folk. It’s rock ’n’ roll. It’s Penner
and Wood breathing fire into every
note and lyric.
Penner is an international touring
singer/songwriter. His music has
been featured on NPR, All Music
Considered, BBC’s 2016 mini-series
‘Stonemouth,’ and has charted on the
Folk Billboard Chart’s Top 20.
Wood is his remarkably inventive
foil, conjuring sound and colour
from electric and lap steel guitar.
“[Penner]... has the emotional
heft and strength of ancient spirituals,
showing why some folk have
described his music as shamanistic.”

– Paul Kerr, Maverick Magazine.
After wowing audiences at last
summer’s Jazz Fest, they return
to Kaslo with a special show to fit

the intimate space of the Langham
theatre. Tickets are $20 at Willow
Home Gallery and Sunnyside
Naturals.

Penner & Wood at the Langham

Cam Penner and Jon Wood play the Langham November 25.

Nadine Stefan’s tiny home has arrived in New Denver. Constructed in Nakusp, the house was
delivered to its New Denver site (7th and Josephine) by Silverton Transport on November 2.
Stefan is now working hard on finishing the house and getting it ready for winter. This is the
second tiny home in New Denver.

SLOCAN PARK BRANCH
3014 HWY 6
SLOCAN PARK, BC
PHONE: 250-226-7212 • FAX: 250-226-7351
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Community raises concerns about Ainsworth Resort at public hearing
community concerns, an option
for the applicant may be to hold an
Open House in order to lay out the
long-term vision for Ainsworth Hot
Springs Resort.”
The resort plans to build staff
accommodation on its property in
front of the Mermaid Lodge. They
have submitted a building permit
application for a two-storey building
with 10 units at that location. One
of the proposed amendments before
the RDCK board – a site-specific
exterior setback reduction from 4.5
metres to 0 – would allow the resort
to extend the staff accommodation

building and add two more units.
The owner of the Mermaid Hotel
is not pleased about the proposed
staff accommodation building. “You
are going to take my business away!”
she protested at the public hearing,
indicating that the height of the
proposed staff accommodation
building will impact lake views from
her guest units.
Although RDCK staff
acknowledges community
opposition to the proposed sitespecific setback reduction in their
report, they are recommending that
the RDCK board approve it. They

PHOTO CREDIT: ERNST GERWIG

by Jan McMurray
Amendments to the Area D Land
Use Bylaw that would facilitate
the construction of staff housing at
Ainsworth Hot Springs Resort are
being considered by the RDCK
board at its November 16 meeting.
The public hearing for the
resort’s application for amendments
to the bylaw was held November
2 at Ainsworth Hall. As a result
of the public input, RDCK staff is
recommending some revisions to the
resort’s requests.
RDCK staff observe in their
report: “In order to respond to

Silverton resident Inge Gerwig swims in Slocan Lake every day, twice a day, while she is here. While in Banff over the winter, she takes snow
baths. Inge says her dips into the lake and snow are excellent for her health, and encourages everyone to do the same.

BC Rural Dividend program announces fourth intake
submitted
Applications for funding in
the fourth intake of the BC Rural
Dividend program will be accepted
until December 15, says Minister of
Forests, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development
Doug Donaldson.
“I encourage local governments,
not-for-profit organizations and First
Nations to get their applications
submitted,” said Donaldson.
“We’re committed to action that
will strengthen rural economies and
provide jobs in rural communities.”
Single applicants can apply for
up to $100,000 for communitydriven projects and must contribute
at least 20% of the total project cost.
Partnerships, involving more than
one eligible applicant, can apply for
up to $500,000 and must contribute
40% of the total project cost.
A project-development funding
stream will provide up to $10,000
to help communities with limited
capacity build the business cases
and feasibility assessments needed to
develop strong projects and support

the development of future project
applications.
Under the BC Rural Dividend
program’s special circumstances
allowance, which is used to help
rural communities facing economic
hardship, funding will also support
those communities hard hit by
wildfires in 2017.
Projects will be assessed and
approved based on the following
criteria:
- Rural communities most in
need
- Improved community resiliency

and economic strength
- Partnership building and
enhanced shared prosperity
- Project feasibility and
sustainability
- Economic impact on rural
communities
- Attracting and retaining youth
- Innovation in economic
development
The fourth intake program guide
and detailed instructions on how
to apply are available at www.gov.
bc.ca/ruraldividend. Results will be
announced before March 31, 2018.

by Jan McMurray
Henry Van Mill won the Kaslo
byelection quite handily, with 101
votes (27%).
Dustin East followed in second
place with 86 votes (23%), a marked
gain from his second last placement
in the 2014 election.
Coming third and fourth were
veteran council members Molly
Leathwood with 75 votes (20%) and
Greg Lay with 43 votes (12%).

John Rasmussen garnered 37
votes (10%), and Michael Halliday
29 votes (8%).
Voter turnout was 45%; 371 out
of 819 voters cast their ballots at the
polls on November 4, advance polls
on October 25, and by mail.

Henry Van Mill joins Kaslo council

Invest in your business!
Advertise in the
Valley Voice

are also, however, recommending
that the building height restriction be
amended from 21 metres to 9 metres
to “balance the concerns raised by
community members with regard to
the preservation of view-scapes…”
The Mermaid Lodge owner also
mentioned that she has an easement
for sewage outflow in the laneway
where the proposed addition to the
staff accommodation building would
sit. The staff report says that setback
reduction “has been determined to
not have negative impact to adjacent
infrastructure contained within the
undeveloped laneway…”
RDCK staff are recommending
holding off on the other two
amendments to the Land Use Bylaw
requested by the resort. One of those
is a request for a higher density on
all resort properties – to reduce
the minimum site area for each
principal use from 0.2 hectare to 0.1
hectare. The other is a request for a
reduction in parking requirements,

from one parking space per unit to
.75 parking space per unit, for staff
accommodation units only.
RDCK staff is recommending
that these two proposed amendments
be held back until the community
can discuss solutions to parking
congestion issues with the Ministry
of Transportation and Infrastructure,
and until an assessment of water and
sewer capacity can be done. All of
the resort’s properties are serviced by
the resort-owned community water
and wastewater system.
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Physician recruitment in full swing for Slocan Community Health Centre
by Jan McMurray
Mayor Bunka, Dr. Burkholder,
and the Slocan District Chamber of
Commerce Health Committee are
working hard to help Interior Health
recruit two physicians for the Slocan
Community Health Centre in New
Denver.
New Denver Mayor and Health
Committee member Ann Bunka says
she and Health Committee Chair
Colin Moss and Vice-Chair Leonard

Casley have spoken to people from
many other communities in BC
and beyond with similar physician
recruitment and retention difficulties.
From those conversations, it seems
the best way to attract doctors is
through word of mouth.
“So if anyone knows a doctor,
we’d really appreciate it if you would
let them know about the positions
at the Slocan Community Health
Centre,” Bunka says.
The positions are posted on four
websites: Better Here, Health Match
BC, Kootenay Boundary Division
of Family Practice, and Locums for
Rural BC.
Mayor Bunka says that while
recruitment efforts are underway,
Dr. Burkholder is building a pool of
locums to cover the 24/7 emergency
department and the vacated practice
at the SCHC clinic. “We’re covered
to the end of the year, and he’s
already starting on next year,” Bunka

said. “Thanks to Dr. Burkholder,
who is working very hard for this
community, to Nurse Practitioner
Donna Gibbons, who is also
carrying a big workload, and to all
the locums.”
Moss has created posters
advertising the positions, and has
ensured that the poster is up on every
bulletin board and in the window of
almost every business in the Slocan
Valley.
The Chamber of Commerce
has also secured funding to hire
local filmmakers, ICandy Films, to
create a film promoting the Slocan
Community Health Centre. This film
will be available on several online
platforms.
“We welcome any and all ideas,”
said Moss. “We’re accepting private
contributions, and the Health Centre
Auxiliary is also accepting donations
for the physician recruitment project
and can provide a tax receipt.”
From discussions with people on
physician recruitment committees
in other communities, Health
Committee members acknowledge
that times have changed. “Doctors,
like everyone now, are expecting

a life outside work, and good on
them!” says Bunka. “I think this is
a great place because of the clean
air, clean water, great K-12 school,
incredible outdoor recreational
opportunities, and the cost of living
isn’t particularly high.”
Bunka adds that it’s important to
consider the potential doctor’s entire
family. “We have to know what the
person’s partner and children want
and need, as well.”
The changing times mean that
the health care delivery model
will have to change, too. Moss and
Casley are gathering information
from their contacts on creative ways
to provide health care in small,
rural communities. As a result of
their efforts to connect with other
communities on this issue, the Health
Committee has been asked to join the
proposed BC Rural Health Network,
which will bring together rural health
care advocacy organizations.
There have been four meetings
with Interior Health since June 28,
and another is scheduled for early
December. Along with local elected
officials, health committee reps,
and Dr. Burkholder, an ambulance

service rep and a staff person from
MLA Katrine Conroy’s office have
attended all meetings.
At the Union of BC Municipalities
convention in September, elected
officials from the area met with
Ministry of Health senior staff to
outline their concerns with health
care delivery, including physician
recruitment and retention; the trend
toward centralization of health
services, which leaves rural people
without care and puts tremendous
pressure on urban facilities; and
the state of health care facilities in
the province. “I was surprised to
learn that health authorities are not
mandated to plan for replacement
and repair of the facilities,” Bunka
said.
A follow-up letter was sent
to Minister of Health Adrian Dix,
asking for a review of the health care
delivery system. The Slocan District
Chamber of Commerce Health
Committee has also sent a similar
letter to Minister Dix.
To contact the Health Committee,
call Colin Moss at 250-358-2561,
250-354-3423 or email ccm99@
telus.net.

THE VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
OPEN BURNING REGULATIONS

All residents and visitors are reminded that outdoor burning
is regulated within the Village of New Denver and permits are
required for all outdoor fires except cooking fires. This fall’s
window for open burning has closed and the next period for
open burning will begin on April 1, 2018.

UTILITY PAYMENT REMINDER

If you have not yet paid your 2017 Utility Bills for water and
garbage collection charges, please do so before December 31,
2017 to avoid daily interest charges. Payments can be made by
cash, cheque or debit at the Village Office, or through KSCU’s
online payment service. 2018 Utility Bills will be mailed to
property owners in early January. If you have questions about
the status of your account, please contact the Village office.

PREPARING FOR WINTER
SNOWPLOWING

The Village of New Denver reminds residents that snow removal is a priority over the winter months. The Village requests
your cooperation in removing items from the lanes, alleys and
boulevards so that plowing can be done efficiently and safely.

25 YEARS OF THE VALLEY VOICE

The Village of New Denver would like to congratulate the Valley Voice on 25 years in business. Thank you to Dan and Jan,
as well as all past and present staff, for your work in bringing
area news and stories of interest to our community. It’s great
to have a local newspaper in New Denver!
115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca

Colin Moss, chair of the Slocan District Chamber of Commerce Health Committee and Jan McMurray, Chamber president, present Isaac Carter of ICandy Films
with a cheque for a Slocan Valley promotional video project. ICandy Films will create three videos – one to showcase the Slocan Community Health Centre, one to
promote the Slocan Valley to tourists, and a shorter trailer of the tourism film for social media platforms. The SCHC film will help with physician recruitment efforts.

Kaslo Trailblazer Val Koenig to be awarded Senate Medal
by Jan McMurray
Kaslo resident Val Koenig will
be honoured with a Senate 150th
Commemorative Medal for his
outstanding work in building and
promoting the Kaslo River Trail.
As long as the medal arrives in
time, it will be awarded to Koenig
at the Chamber of Commerce
Christmas party on November 23
at Buddy’s Front Street Pizzeria.
Mayor Hewat will present the medal
on behalf of Senator Nancy Greene
Raine.
Senator Raine announced on
November 8 that the medal would be
awarded to “outstanding community
volunteers from the interior of
British Columbia for their work in
building and promoting community
trails as a legacy for the future.”

“These medals are being
awarded by senators to Canadians
who are deeply involved in their
communities and whose generosity,
dedication, volunteerism and hard
work make their hometowns a better
place to live, a modest reward to
unsung heroes whose efforts mean so
much to so many,” states the media
release issued by Senator Raine.
The medals mark the 150th
anniversary of the Senate’s first
sitting, which took place on
November 6, 1867. They are made
of Muntz metal, an alloy comprised
of bronze, copper and zinc, and have
been cast by the Royal Canadian
Mint. The front side features the
senate’s emblem while the reverse
side depicts the senate chamber.
There is also space for the inscription

of the recipient’s name.
“I decided to use the opportunity
to recognize individuals who have
worked as volunteers to develop
and promote hiking and multipurpose trails in their regions, all
of which might be considered part
of Canada’s Great Trail - a network
encompassing the Trans-Canada
Trail and many other trails across
our great country,” she said. “Many
of the medal recipients have told me
that building trails is a team effort,
and no one person should be given
a medal – so I have asked them
to receive it on behalf of all trailbuilding volunteers.”
Other recipients from the
Kootenays include Kim Deane of
Rossland, Glen Dobie of Cranbrook,
and Pat Gilmar of Fernie.
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Kaslo council, October 24: Report received on major events meeting
by Jan McMurray
• The CAO provided a written
report on a meeting with organizers
of major local events, held October
17. The intent of the meeting
was to begin looking at ways to
improve communication between
event organizers and the Village.
A standard operating guideline
has been put forward as one
piece of the solution. Some of the
issues discussed were proposed
improvements to Kaslo Bay Park
(grey water dump, completion
of precast toilets, underground
plumbing for Jazz Fest vendors);
garbage collection during events;
baseball diamond netting; bylaw
enforcement; a new location for
Winter in the Forest Festival. The
report will be further discussed at
an upcoming Committee of the
Whole meeting, and was sent to
all participants at the October 17
meeting.

• CAO Neil Smith reported that
four returnable receptacles had been
acquired from Encorp for parks and
the downtown core, and will be in
place in the spring. Public Works
is working on ways to discourage
people from disposing of household
garbage in municipal receptacles.
“It is hoped that these measures can
help, in part, reduce peak season
problems in municipal receptacles,”
he says in his written report to
council.
• The Village will put out a
Request for Proposals for the second
round of streetlight replacements, to
be done in late winter/spring 2018.
The project will be paid for from the
Community Works (gas tax) Reserve.
• True Consulting will complete
a Stormwater Management Plan
for Kaslo at a cost of $19,960. The
Village received a grant for the plan.
• A spare shaft for the wastewater
treatment plant was ordered from

by Jan McMurray
The JB Fletcher Museum in
Ainsworth is in much better shape
after some structural work this year,
and planning is underway for more
work in 2018.
Chris Freyta, president of the JB
Fletcher Restoration Society, reports
that the basement has been cleaned
out, gutted and re-done, and a drain in
the basement has been repaired. “All
the boards, beams and supports were
rotted out,” she says. “And there’s
a hot spring that runs through the
basement, and the drain had collapsed.
It’s actually draining now, and we’re
putting in proper ventilation. That will
be done by Christmas.”
The back shed has also been
cleaned out and has seen some
structural work. Freyta says the
freight doors on the highway side
are now functional, and the shed roof
has just been re-shaked. The society
has identified all items they want to
keep for the museum, and has sold or
passed along everything else that was
stored in the shed. They are currently
working on displays and interpretive
signage for the shed’s main floor.
They are also working on plans
for more structural work. Freyta says
one side of the floor of the museum
needs to be replaced, and the front
porch and windows are slumping.
A new resident to Ainsworth,
Terry Peterson, is managing the
project. “We lucked out when Terry
and his partner, Tammy White, moved
to town,” said Freyta. “They are so
helpful. It’s really a blessing.”
Funding for the projects has

come from various sources, including
Columbia Basin Trust and Columbia
Kootenay Cultural Alliance.
The JB Fletcher Museum building
in Ainsworth dates back to 1896. The
original JB Fletcher store was built
in 1893, and was rebuilt in 1896 after
it burned down. Freyta says the store
used to supply all the mining camps
and the entire population of Kootenay
Lake. Ainsworth Community Hall was
the government agent building back
then, and was the only government
office on the lake. “They came to
Ainsworth to register their claims, and
they came to the store to get supplies,”
she said.
JB Fletcher’s daughter, Mavis
Stainer, passed away last year. She
championed the restoration of the
store in the 1980s and was known as
Ainsworth’s historian. Freyta says her
son has been cleaning out her house
and donating items of interest to the
society. “Apparently Mr. Fletcher
used to sell gas, because we found
an old gas pump in the shed, and
Mavis brought the glass globe from
the house, so now we have a whole
old-fashioned gas pump,” she said.

Ainsworth’s JB Fletcher
Museum getting fixed up

Since 1986

Stop by and see our unique collection
of gifts for the season. Great variety and
price range, and free gift-wrapping too!
Open Monday through Saturday.

250.353.2566

408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com

I would like to take
this opportunity to
say thank you to all
my supporters and
to all the people of
Kaslo who came out
to vote.
– Henry Van Mill

Mearle’s Machine Works for
$37,000, as recommended by True
Consulting. The Village is required
by the Province to have a spare
RBC shaft on hand. The previous
spare was used in the recent rotor
replacement project.
• Council approved a
Development Variance Permit for
416 Brennand Street. The front lot
line setback was reduced from 7.5
metres to zero, and the north interior
side lot setback was reduced from 1.5
to 1.2 metres. There was significant
discussion on zero setbacks for front
lot lines, and the impact on snow
removal if such variances are always
approved.
• Fall Recreation grants were
awarded: Periwinkle Children’s
Centre ($469.25); Kaslo Bay
Marine Club dragon boat ($500);
JV Humphries ($500); Kaslo Public
Library ($465); Kaslo and Area
Youth Centre ($500); Kaslo Outdoor
Recreation Society ($500). A surplus
amount of $2,065.75 will be rolled
over into the spring grants. Mayor
Hewat reported that after much

discussion, the committee decided to
turn down the requests from Search
and Rescue and North Kootenay
Lake Community Services, as they
were for equipment and not activities.
The two organizations will be
encouraged to apply for a municipal
grant. The Recreation Grant criteria
will be amended to make it clear that
equipment purchases not directly
related to a recreational activity will
not be considered for funding.
• The Village will submit an
application for an Age Friendly
Program grant, on behalf of North
Kootenay Lake Community Services.
• The draft ‘RDCK Emergency
Management Strategy’ was included
in council’s agenda package. In
the introduction, author RDCK
Emergency Program Supervisor
Travis Abbey states: “This document

is intended to propose a framework
to move the Central Kootenay
Emergency Management Program
forward in a positive, productive and
collaborative direction.” Council was
encouraged to provide feedback.
• Bylaw 1210, to exempt certain
properties from taxation for three
years, was adopted.
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Where’s the beef? And the corn, mushrooms, and local ketchup?
submitted
Wouldn’t you love to know
exactly where you can get good
food, grown or processed close to
home, throughout the year? There
have been various farm guides in
the Central Kootenay over the years
but it has been difficult to keep them
updated annually and none have
included all the growing areas of
the region.
The Central Kootenay Food
Policy Council proposes to
change that. The council has a
broad membership and, through
them, connections to the diverse

communities in the Central
Kootenay. Over the winter, in
collaboration with the Pennywise,
it will work to create a print version
of a regional farm and food guide
coming to a location near you in
May 2018.
It will also list emergency
food services offered throughout
the region, to ensure that food
producers know where they can
donate if they wish, and so that
those who need some extra help
accessing good food know where
to go.
The dream of a regional food

Call For Submissions
2018 North Valley Mountain Film Festival
Submissions for the 2018 festival are now open
and will be accepted until the
January 31st Deadline.
For submission guidelines and
event information please visit
northvalleyfilmfest.com

Troy Malcolm Bennett
December 3, 1969 October 23, 2017
It is with deep sadness that we announce
the sudden passing of a wonderfully unique
and kind man. Predeceased by his father,
Malcolm. Survived by his mother, Sharon;
sisters, Allison Pye (Dean) and Debbie
Minifie (Kevin); nieces & nephews Kaylan
(Nathan), Mitch, Sam, Brie (Tao) & Spencer;
great Uncle to Annabelle, Joei, Tatum & Ryan. Chosen brothers Matt Gagnon, Richard Waldy, Kelly Law, Jonny Payne. Yvonne Andrews and girl friend Joanne McNeil.
Predeceased also, by his feline loves; Jimmy, Miles & Moe.
Troy was born and raised in Chemainus and left soon after high school to embark on
life’s journey “Troy Style”. In the early years Troy had many unique places he called
home – living under a ski lift on Whistler & later on… a treehouse in Dawson City, Yukon.
Where ever Troy was – he found peace and happiness living his own bohemian lifestyle.

guide has been around for a long
time. Exactly what it should look
like, what it needs to contain to
make it as useful and interesting
as possible, is something that the
council wants to sort out at the
upcoming in-person meeting in
Silverton November 23. The council
will meet from 10 am until 3 pm,
hearing updates on work underway,
sharing a lunch, and moving through
a process to help bring that dream of
a regional guide into clearer focus.

The in-person meetings of the
Central Council Food Policy Council
are open to the public. Anyone
who is interested in attending is
welcome, but an RSVP is required
before November 20 so organizers
can plan food accordingly. Call
250-352-5342 or email info@
ckfoodpolicy.ca.
• The Central Kootenay Food
Policy Council was formed in 2016
and currently has 24 members that
represent diverse locations, interests

and sectors across the RDCK.
Its purpose is to be the formal
bridge between local government
and the many civil society and
industry organizations working
on food systems in the region,
from food access to farming, and
to coordinate their work. To learn
more about the council and to
identify who may represent your
region or sector, please visit the
website, ckfoodpolicy.ca, or call the
coordinator.

submitted
The Hidden Garden Gallery
invites you to a Food for Thought
presentation, ‘Understanding
Traditional Chinese Medicine’ by
Brendan Murray-Nellis, Registered
Acupuncturist.
The event is Sunday, November
26, 7:30 at the Knox Hall. Admission
is by donation to benefit the gallery.
In this presentation, Brendan
will cover the basic theory of how
acupuncture and herbalism work,
the logic used by acupuncturists
to understand health in the human
body, yin and yang, five elements,
four directions, 12 organs, four vital
substances, TCM patterns and much
more.
Brendan opened Raven
Acupuncture in Kaslo in 2013. A
year later, he expanded his practice
to the Slocan Valley. He is committed
to rural practice, has family in the
area, and grew up in a similar rural
environment. It can be difficult to
get good healthcare in areas far from
hospitals and he is here to help as a

general practitioner with any nonemergency health concerns.
A registered acupuncturist
with the College of Traditional
Chinese Medicine Practitioners and
Acupuncturists of British Columbia
(CTCMA), he received his BA from
Bard College in New York and later
graduated with honours from Pacific
Rim College in Victoria with an
acupuncture diploma. He has also
taken classes in western herbology
through Pacific Rim College and

Dominion Herbal College, where he
earned a chartered herbalist diploma.
Brendan is invested in helping
to build a healthy community in
the West Kootenays by making
acupuncture an accessible treatment
option for everyone. His commitment
to accessibility means that he
provides direct billing for his services
for those on low-income or disability
MSP. At his main office at the Slocan
Health Clinic in Slocan City, Brendan
is organizing a monthly free clinic.

submitted
The Langham’s Guest Artist
Series is proud to present multiaward winning singer-songwriter
Lizzie Hoyt live in the intimate
Langham theatre. She and her trio
return December 3, 7 pm, for a
special Celtic/folk Christmas show,
‘Ancient Carols for a Mid-Winters
Night.’
Blessed with the voice of an
angel, Hoyt delivers music with
soaring melodies rooted in Celtic
and folk traditions and has become
one of Canada’s most powerful
Celtic-folk artists. In 2013, Lizzy
was awarded the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee Medal by the Governor
General for her outstanding
contribution to commemorating
Canadian veterans and history
through music.
A talented multi-instrumentalist,
her voice has been described as
‘otherworldly’ and ‘pure’ and as a
singer, she has been recognized for
her clarity and precision. Join her
trio for an evening of fiddle, Celtic

harp, step-dance and stories.
D o n ’t m i s s t h i s s p e c i a l
performance! Tickets are $20
at Willow Home Gallery and
Sunnyside Naturals. Doors open at
6:30 pm.

Food for Thought: Traditional Chinese Medicine

WANTED
TO BUY:

CEDAR AND
PINE POLES

After many adventures – which translated into countless “Troy Stories” he pursued a
chef position in Nelson and soon discovered the beauty of the Kootenay’s, its laid back
lifestyle and most of all its people. Settling in Crescent Valley he purchased a cabin on
the hill in Poplar Ridge, which quickly became his “Castle.” Troy shared his kind heart
with many… and undying friendships were born. Finding peace & tranquility on his
land, Troy was finally home.

Brian Major
• 250-938-3900

Troy was an amazing chef who took absolute pride in every dish he put out. Every
dinner was his masterpiece, a work of art. He loved the opportunity to hand deliver
his works when ever he had the chance. He was also a mentor, taking the younger
kitchen staff under his wing & cultivating a love for cooking.

250-547-9296

Troy’s love of music went deeper than just sound from a speaker. Music was his
travel agent - the bands he loved and friends he made (from all walks of life) in the
subcultures of the scene took him far and wide all over North America and beyond.
Troy’s love of Jamaica and its beautiful people saw him returning many times - twice
to see and be with Gov’t Mule. A few years ago he had the thrill of receiving a phone
call at work from Warren Haynes - just calling to say hi. His sometimes spontaneous
nature had him heading for Chicago two summers ago for the final Grateful Dead
concert.

Please contact:
Gormans Pole Division

Lizzie Hoyt’s Celtic Christmas
returns to the Langham

Blaze King

Wood Stoves &
Fireplace Inserts

So many roads travelled before and since….
“Don’t’ be sad because he is gone, be happy because he was here” - Jerry Garcia
We Love you Troy…… Always and Forever
Sometimes the lights all shining on me, other times I can barely see. Lately it occurs
to me what a long strange trip it’s been.”
- Jerry Garcia
Troy’s Family would like to extend our heartfelt appreciation to Charlie & Staff at “The
Dam Inn” for organizing and hosting a beautiful Celebration for Troy. We are so grateful
you were a part of his life.
There will be a Celebration for Troy on his Birthday Dec 3/17 – in his hometown of Chemainus @ The Sawmill Taphouse Banquet Room (Corner of Chemainus Rd & Oak St)

CHECK OUT OUR DUCTCLEANING SERVICE
SALES, INSTALLATIONS,
INSPECTIONS BY AWARDWINNING BUSINESS
K.F. Kootenay Furnace Ltd.
Doug Burton • 250-355-0088
“WETT” CERTIFIED

Lizzie Hoyt returns to the Langham
December 3.

Support the Valley
Voice with a voluntary
subscription
Only $10-$30
Send Cheque or Money Order to: The Valley Voice
Box 70 New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

HIGHS & LOWS

New Denver village has measured Slocan
Lake water levels weekly since Jan
2015. Highest level in three years was
in early June 2017; lowest level was mid
Oct 2017. The difference between the
highest and lowest levels was 2.48 m.
The sharp increase in May/June lake level
corresponds to the upward spikes in air
temperature and precipitation.
slocanlakess.com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Award
winning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
VALHALLA CHILDREN’S CENTRE
SLOCAN is opening 5 days a week starting
November 6, 2017. For more information,
call 250-355-2484.

AUTOMOTIVE

2003 COROLLA LE 1.8L, 5 sp. std, power
group: ps, pdl, pw, cruise, air, new snows
on car, summers on factory alloys, 42 mpg
hwy; over $2,000 spent this eyar. Will likely
pass safety. $3,000. 250-358-7171.
4 RIMS 175/65R14 with Michelin
xIce, two seasons left, 115$ in Beasley.
earnmyturns@gmail.com

THINKING OF STARTING, buying or
expanding your own business? If so, call
Community Futures offers business loans,
counseling & training; and delivers the
Self Employment program in the Arrow
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS for the 2018
North Valley Mountain Film Festival are now
open and will be accepted until the January
31 deadline. For submission guidelines
please visit northvalleyfilmfest.com or
direct inquiries to northvalleyfilmfest@
gmail.com

COMING EVENTS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU AN ASPIRING
ENTREPRENEUR? If so, call Community
Futures to learn about the free Business Plan
workshop open to anyone! And if you’re
eligible, you may also qualify for the SelfEmployment program where you will receive
ongoing business training and coaching and
usually financial support while you start your
business. To learn more call 265-3674 ext.
201 or email Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

SUMMER HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

SLOCAN MASONIC LODGE meets
at Knox Hall in New Denver August,
September, October and November – every
fourth Friday of the month. We meet with
the Nakusp Lodge on December 9.

CLASSIFIED ADS

CELEBRATE WITH US! The Slocan
Lake Stewardship Society Annual General
Meeting is taking place Sunday, November
19, 2 pm, at Knox Hall. Celebrate projects
carried out in the past year, including Science
Forum, Wild Days, and Wildlife Tree model.
NEW DENVER-SILVERTON TRAIL
SOCIETY AGM – Friday, November 24
at 5 pm at the Silverton Fire Hall (upstairs).
Everyone welcome.
R E D M O U N TA I N I N T E R N E T
SOCIETY AGM – Friday, November
24 at 6:30 pm at the Silverton Fire Hall
(upstairs). Everyone welcome.
FREE PUBLIC PRESENTATION of LEGAL
INFORMATION, with Rhonda Ruston, Q.C.
Lawyer. Discussion of Wills, Powers of Attorney,
Advanced Care Planning and End of Life Issues.
Kaslo, Saturday, November 18, 1:30-3:30, St.
Andrews Heritage Hall, 4th Street. Sponsored by
Hospice Society of North Kootenay Lake and the
Village of Kaslo Municipal Grant.
VALHALLA WILDERNESS SOCIETY
AGM. Sunday, November 26, 2017. 2 pm.
Knox Hall, New Denver, BC.
GOAT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL AGM on
November 29, 2107, 3:30 pm at Lucerne
School Library.

CAM PENNER & JON WOOD at the
Langham Saturday November 25 at 7pm!
They’ve moved audiences for a decade with
a unique brand of folk-rock, both fragile and
grand. Wowing audiences at Jazzfest, they
return to the intimate Langham theatre, Kaslo.
$20 Willow and Sunnyside. www.thelangham.ca
T H E H E A LT H Y C O M M U N I T Y
SOCIETY of the North Slocan Valley Annual
General Meeting will be held on November
22 at 4 pm at Lucerne School in New Denver.
(Go in the front door, turn right, and go to
the end of the hall). As well as the standard
AGM agenda, a Special Resolution to adopt
the society’s constitution and new bylaws
will be voted on. A copy of the new bylaws
is available for viewing at the Valley Voice
office (or by email from aardsaw@gmail.
com) Everyone is welcome at the AGM.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: Hills
Emergency Services Society (HESS). Sunday,
December 3, 1 pm. Hills Fire/ Community
Hall. Followed by short fire truck practice.
THE LANGHAM PRESENTS LIZZIE
HOYT’s CELTIC CHRISTMAS Sunday
December 3, 7pm. The award-winning
songwriter with the voice of an angel
returns to the Langham for a special Celtic-

H. A. Benson Inc.

Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

518 6th Ave • New Denver

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50 REAL ESTATE
+ GST
Christina Harder
REALTOR®

Serving the Slocan Valley
DIRECT: 250-226-7007

250-358-2178

ACCOMMODATIONS
Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
Licensed Restaurant
Open Thurs - Sun
5 PM - 8 PM
Reservations: 1-877-970-8090

250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Main Street, New Denver

email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Bill Lander
REALTOR®

Serving the Slocan Valley
for the 14th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson,
Kaslo & Trail

New Market Foods

Closed Sunday - Tuesday

Business
Classifieds start
at $10.00

Your ad could
be hereOpenfor
only
Thurs - Sun
$11.00 + GST

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

Open Wednesday Saturday
11:00 am - 4:00 pm
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folk Christmas show. Not to be missed! $20
Willow and Sunnyside, Kaslo. Doors 6:30
pm www.thelangham.ca
C A N C E R PAT I E N T S U P P O RT
GROUP: Every first and third Thursday of
each month @ 6pm in the conference
room at Arrow Lakes Hospital. Cancer
Caregivers Support Group: Every second
and fourth Tuesday of each month
@ 7pm in the conference room at Arrow
Lakes Hospital. For more information call
Linda @ 250-265-1397

306 Broadway Street, Box 40, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
250-265-3635 office • 250-265-4430 fax
www.selkirkrealty.com • christinaharder@royallepage.ca

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

GIFTS
slocan city
trading

buy • sell • trade
guitars • cars • art • antiques
• musical instruments
250-355-2299
9 to 5
Repair and refinish guitars,
furniture etc.
We buy guitars

Your ad could
be here for only
Kaslo Clothes Hanger
$11.00 + GST

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30
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COMING EVENTS

NAKUSP RAIL SOCIETY AGM Sunday, November 26 at 10am, will be
held at the Archives located at the rear
entrance of the Centennial Building at
92 - 6th Avenue NW in Nakusp. Members
new and old welcome. We are looking for
more volunteers who would be interested
in helping with our restoration projects. For
more info: Tracy Fetters 250-265-3110.
PALS WILL BE at New Denver Christmas
Flea Market Saturday, November 25, Bosun
Hall. Seeking donations. Arlene 358-7785,
Lori 358-7752.
MULTI-GENERATIONAL LANGUAGE
CAMP at Crawford Bay School on Sat
November 25, and Sunday November 26. Join
the FREE event- all ages are welcome. On
Saturday, An introduction to Ktunaxa language
with Christopher Horsethief and Anne Jimmie,
make a German cake, yoga in French, sing
some songs in Spanish and other languages,
middle eastern dance and Hip Hop WorldSign
dance with Shauna Robertson. On Sunday,
make a German cake, play games in German,
Dance Fusion with Slava Doval and a wrap-up
International Dance for all ages. Childminding

on site. Lunch and snacks can be purchased. Get
the details on the website: Eastshorelearninghub.
ca. Facebook: East Shore Learning Place - let
us know if you and the kids plan to attend on
Facebook or call/text 250-551-6020

CHRISTMAS FAIRS

CHRISTMAS IN THE VALLEY
CRAFT FAIRE Sunday, November 19,
10 am-3 pm at the Legion Hall 502 Harold
St., Slocan. Santa will visit between 11 &
12 noon. We look forward to seeing you!
ST. ANTHONY’S CHRISTMAS FLEA
MARKET, Saturday, November 25, Bosun
Hall, 10 am-2 pm. Contact Bev Casley 3587771 to book your table. $25/table.
SILVERTON CHRISTMAS MARKET
– Saturday, December - exciting new
and returned vendors - sweet / savory
refreshments, amaryllis, basket draws local atmospheric music. Come out, mingle
and support our talented craftspeople.
Vendors call 358-2475.

FOR RENT

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: Selfcontained office space approximately 20’
x 25’. 210 Lake Ave. in Silverton. $325
per month + utilities. Call 250-358-2293.

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
LAND’S END long down commuter coat
– detachable hood, zips and snaps; black,
like new. Original price $325 – selling for
$175. 250-358-2475.
MOTORCYCLE JACKET 48”, Chaps 36”,
large helmet, gauntlets. All for $200. Large
Gore-Tex rain jacket – offers? 250-358-2467.
MAYTAG WASHER/ DRYER for sale.
$100. 358-2716.
THE KINDNESS CORNER – Can’t find
it in the thrift store? Try me. Proceeds to the
Thrift Store. 250-358-2886.

GARAGE SALE

GARAGE SALE at the Old Grocery
Store in Silverton. November 17 and 18.
Fantastically reduced prices! Flooring,
power tools, misc building materials,
hand tools, lock sets, etc. 222 Lake Ave,
Silverton.

HEALTH

YOGA IN SILVERTON – THE INWARD
JOURNEY: Monday and Thursday
mornings 9-10:15. Honour your body by

reducing stress, building strength, flexibility
and balance. Upper story of the fire hall
in Silverton. Only 5 minutes from New
Denver. Open to all levels. Come and share
mindfulness and the exultation of inner flow.

HELP WANTED

PA R T- T I M E E M P L O Y M E N T
OPPORTUNITY: Valhalla Hills Nordic
Ski Club is looking for a part-time employee
to groom our ski trails. Snowmobile
and ski experience preferred. Contact
hillsnordic@gmail.com for info and
application by November 22.

NOTICES

Sing HU for CALMNESS, protection,
healing and perspective. It’s for people of
all faiths, traditions and practices. Check
out eckankar-bc.ca/husong.
ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and
AL-ANON (family) meetings can help.
For information on AA: in New Denver,
358-7158; Nakusp, 265-4216; Kaslo, 3539617; Heart of the Slocan Valley, 551-4104;
Playmor Junction, 226-7252. For NA:
New Denver, 358-7265. For AL-ANON
(family): New Denver, 358-7904. Please,
if you can’t get through, try another number.

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332
shonsbs@gmail.com

TOWING
Slocan Towing

Serving the Slocan Valley

The Valley Voice November 16, 2017
www.carpentercreeklastwishessociety.
ca provides information on preplanning
for death and advice for alternative funeral
arrangements. Ph: 250-358-2253.
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250-3526008 NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.
com/ www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca.
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors
Coordinating Society.

PETS

PERSONALIZED DOG CARE –
WINLAW. Your dog’s home away from home,
no kennels, acres of fenced play area and river
swims. Call now to book your dog’s vacation.
1-250-448-6553, www.barknrollinn.com.
90 DAYS TO A BETTER DOG: Build
focus for you, have fun. Learn more at
www.proudofmydog.ca

SERVICES

SAVE MONEY @ PETER’S WINDOWS
& DOORS with energy-efficient windows,
doors and siding by Gentek. We are the
exclusive dealer of long lasting, high
performing windows by Gentek. We also
have lots of wood and metal doors in stock.
Now selling Gentek siding. 1-250-399-0079.

• BICYCLE

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50
+ GST

ENVIRONMENT

24-Hour Towing & Recovery
Flatdeck Service
250-226-7084

info

Your ad could
be here for only
Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues. to Sat.
$11.00 + GST
Support the Valley Voice with a
voluntary subscription
Only $10-$30
Send Cheque or Money Order to: The Valley Voice
Box 70 New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

ADVERTISING
Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski

Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Silverton: Mondays & Friday afternoon – Winlaw &
Nakusp on Alternating Wednesdays (plus every 4th
Thursday afternoon in Winlaw)

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

19 years experience helping clients working with anxiety,
depression, grief, self esteem, health crisis, life transitions
or simply are feeling stuck or uninspired.

Offices in Silverton & Winlaw

Call 250-358-2177 for appointments
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

Dr. Michael Brennan • Chiropractor
Over 10 years experience
Appointments can be scheduled by contacting
his Nelson office at 250-352-5135

Dr. Brennan comes to New Denver and Nakusp every week:
Slocan Community Health Centre on Tuesday Afternoons;
Arrow Lakes Hospital on Wednesday.
Offering Chiropractic, Concussion Management, Cold Laser Therapy,
Custom Orthotics, Auto Injury Care and many more services.

www.activebalancechiro.ca

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50
+ GST
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‘Last Stand,’ a cinematic journey into the vanishing caribou rainforest
submitted
Last Stand: The Vanishing Caribou
Rainforest will show in Nelson at the
Shambhala Music & Performance Hall
at 7:30 pm.
In the summer of 2015, a team of
outdoor adventurers and naturalists
began a journey to learn about the
beautiful and imperiled world of the
mountain caribou of Washington, Idaho,
and British Columbia – the southernmost
population of caribou found anywhere
on earth. While the team set out to
explore the collapse of this magnificent
species, they quickly realized this story
encompasses a much larger and more
complex conservation challenge. It is
a challenge involving the decline of
the largest remaining inland temperate
rainforest on the planet.
‘Last Stand: The Vanishing Caribou
Rainforest’ is a cinematic journey
into the world of the charismatic and
endangered mountain caribou: their
breathtaking home in the world’s largest
remaining inland temperate rainforest,
and the critical human choices that
will ultimately decide the fate of this
stunning ecosystem. In exploring this
ecosystem and the complex forces
undermining it, ‘Last Stand’ gives voice
to First Nations, scientists, foresters,
conservationists, and recreationists. It
paints a compelling picture of the need
for stronger government intervention,
honouring of indigenous treaty rights,

and a deepening culture of responsibility
for the landscapes that we call home.
With hope and realism, it challenges us
to chart a new course before our chance
has passed.
Mountain caribou have long
depended on the rugged and remote
habitat that humans now use for lumber,
hydropower, energy extraction, and

winter recreation. While these creatures
are resilient, they are also highly
vulnerable to these human-caused
stressors. Currently, less than 15 caribou
remain in the last herd that crosses back
and forth between the United States and
Canada.
The total population of mountain
caribou is estimated at less than 1500

across all of British Columbia. Caribou
numbers continue to decline despite
numerous ongoing efforts to conserve
these animals, including controversial
restrictions on logging and winter
recreation, and predator control.
While these complex challenges
are daunting, and while our
destructive capacity as a species seems

overwhelming, we also have the capacity
to create systems of living that can
contribute and not just deplete. As writer
and University of British Columbia
professor Wade Davis says in the film,
“To me, this idea that we continue to be
a resource extractive economy is not a
dearth of economic options, it’s a dearth
of imagination.”

submitted

that call the Kootenays home. The show
will highlight importance of place in the
creative process. The artists involved in this
exhibition exemplify how artist-run culture
in the Kootenays has been supported and
developed over the last decade. Each artist
will display an early piece in tandem with a
new work to show the evolution of their art.
The opening reception of the

‘Upstream Benefits: Artist-Run Culture in
the Kootenays’ exhibition is at Touchstones
on Friday, November 17 from 7 to 9 pm.
Then on Sunday, November 26 at 2 pm, all
ten exhibiting artists will join curator Arin
Fay in a ‘Meet the Artists’ talk as part of the
symposium programming at Touchstones.
Arin will use her approximately 20 years
of knowledge of these artists and their

practices to lead an animated discussion
about the exhibition, which asks these
artists to show a pivotal piece from the
artist’s past and a new work in the context
of their practice as rural artists.
More info: http://touchstonesnelson.
ca/the-exhibitions/future-exhibitions/

submitted
The Kootenay Writers Society has
announced the opening of the Kootenay
Literary Competition 2018. Submissions are
being accepted until December 31, 2017. This
year’s theme is ‘origins.’ Who are we? Where
did we come from?
Writers from the West and East
Kootenays are welcome to submit in the
following categories: adult poetry, adult
fiction or personal non-fiction, newcomers
(new to Canada), Indigenous writers, or youth
(any genre, grades 9-12).
The competition was a fixture of the
literary community in the Kootenays from
2004 to 2016. Originally, it ran under the

auspices of the Nelson and District Arts
Council and then the Kootenay Writers
Society. The competition did not run last
year but is now being revived and expanded
to include two new categories: Indigenous
Writers and Newcomers. The new categories
honor the history of our area and the native
lands on which we live, plus the new
Canadians who have come to this country and
are working hard to settle into life in Canada.
Winners will be announced in February
2018. Winners receive cash prizes and
possibly, depending on the number of
responses, publication in a Winners
Anthology or publication in an online
anthology.

Upstream Benefits exhibition opens at Touchstones
Two exciting and interconnected
events are happening in Nelson during
the fall/ winter of 2017: an art exhibition
curated by Arin Fay and Miriam Needoba
and co-produced by Touchstones and
Oxygen Art Centre called ‘Upstream
Benefits: Artist-Run Culture in the
Kootenays,’ and the ‘Upstream Benefits
– Rural Art Symposium’. These events
celebrate the past decade of art and
culture in the Kootenays. The exhibition
at Touchstones Nelson Museum of Art
and History runs from November 18 to
February 11 and the symposium runs
November 23-26 at both Oxygen and
Touchstones locations.
The ‘Upstream Benefits: Artist-Run
Culture in the Kootenays’ exhibition
involves ten artists: Courtney Andersen,
Susan Andrews Grace, Amy Bohigian,
Brent Bukowski, Boukje Elzinga, Ian
Johnston, Maggie Shirley, Natasha Smith,
Deborah Thompson and Rachel Yoder – a
sampling of the impressive calibre of artists

Kootenay Literary Competition accepting submissions

Tim Reilly

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC Vll 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
November 24,
2017

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN

HARDWOOD FLOORS
WHOLESALE
• Registered Septic System
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance

jim@jemsgas.com
MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

Nakusp Redi-Mix

serving the Kootenays since 1973

New Crushed Gravel
Edgewood • Nakusp • Trout Lake • Kaslo

DAVE WEATHERHEAD
250-265-4311 (ph)
nakuspredimix@gmail.com

CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-265-2278

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

(250) 551-TIME (8463)

www.manciaconstruction.ca

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

Leaf Cabinetry

mobile

• BONDED Journeyman carpenter
• HPO Licenced Builder #42639

Darrell A. Olsen
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silverridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

Alex Joseph

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Castlegar
250-304-2911

Electrical Contracting Ltd

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Indoor Garden
Supplies

Wired by Alex

250-358-7721

K&A

SOLID 3 ¼ x ¾ OR ENGINEERED. 6 PLY. TOP
WEAR 2 mm-5” WIDE PREFINISHED ALUMINUM OXIDE, SMOOTH OR BRUSHED. $4.59
SF PLT. AVAILABLE IN 6”-7 ½” – 8 ¾” WIDE.
INFLOOR HEAT COMPATIBLE. 25 YEARS
GUARANTEE. AND MUCH MORE.
AT JUAN’S 1503 HWY 3A
THRUMS (CASTLEGAR) BC
250-399-6377 Mon-Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm

• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing
• Concrete Stamping and Acid
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting
• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation
CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

Patrick Baird

250-354-8562

elementconcrete.ca

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Box 595 Nakusp, BC
Cell: 250-265-1342
VOG 1R0		
Phone: 250-265-4621
email: darrellolsen@nakusp.net

MEN with BROOMS
CHIMNEY SWEEPS

250-265-4134

Insurance Inspections & Installations
of Wood Burning Appliances
WETT Certified • WorkSafe BC
Bonded • Insured

Jim Pownall
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES
Crane Service

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net
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Slocan Lake Stewardship Society celebrates a successful year
many accolades from attendees
and local municipalities for its
comprehensive and multifaceted
approach in setting conservation
priorities.
The society continues to analyze
the results of the forum, determining
where it can be most effective.
Throughout the year, the
SLSS board members attended a
variety of water management and
conservation meetings, workshops,
and forums. A central theme
to all meetings was the impact
that climate change has and will
continue to have on the watershed,
its forests and ecosystems. Local
municipalities are developing water
management plans and looking at
water protection and conservation
into the future. The SLSS keeps
abreast of those developments and
supports our municipalities in their
ongoing efforts in this area. In its
role as steward for the Slocan Lake
watershed, the society recognizes the
intrinsic value of those relationships
and other organizations in achieving
conservation objectives.
The SLSS invites members and
the general public to the annual
general meeting and ‘Year in Review’
presentation on Sunday, November
19, 2017 at 2 pm, Knox Hall,
New Denver. The Year in Review

presentation will be a celebration
of educational milestones, forum
results, and conservation activities

being undertaken. The society
invites you to learn more about the
challenges and issues being faced,

Author Norbert Ruebsaat and sister Rika Ruebsaat perform songs at the launch of his memoir, In Other Words at Knox Hall November 9. The
book recalls his experiences as a young German boy in an immigrant family newly arrived in Canada during the early postwar years.

More than 48,000 British Columbians have their say on cannabis
submitted
British Columbia’s public and
stakeholder engagement on the
legalization and regulation of nonmedical cannabis – one of the most
engaging in BC’s history – is now
complete. An unprecedented number
of people shared their opinions to help
shape the way non-medical cannabis
will be regulated.

After five weeks of being live, the
BC Cannabis Regulation Engagement
website saw 127,952 visits, with
48,151 people filling out the feedback
form and providing their views on
topics such as minimum age, personal
possession limits, public consumption,
drug-impaired driving, personal
cultivation, and distribution and retail
models. As well, 800 opinions were

is

Land Act: Notice of Intention to Apply for a Disposition
of Crown Land

with

Take notice that the Red Mtn. Internet Society located at Silverton,
BC has applied to the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD), Kootenay
Boumdary Region, for a License of Occupation for communication site purpose, situated on provincial crown land north of New
Denver and containing 0.01 hectares more or less.
The Lands File for this application is 4405866.
For more information; or, to submit written comments concerning
this application, please visit the website at https://arfd.gov.bc.ca/
ApplicatioPposting/index.jsp
> Search>Search by file number: 4405866.
Written comments can also be directed to Authorizations Specialist, FLNRORD, Kootenay Boundary Region, 1902 Theatre
Road, Cranbrook BC, V1C7G1. Comments will be received by
FLNRORD up to Dec, 22, 2017. FLNRORD may not be able to
receive comments after this date.

Friday, December 15
– All day!!

now and into the future, and how
everyone contributes to the ongoing
health of the Slocan Lake Watershed.

PHOTO CREDIT: ART JOYCE

submitted
The Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society (SLSS) has had a very active
and remarkable year, deepening and
broadening its conservation focus
within the Slocan Lake Watershed.
Many milestones were passed
during the year, including a record
number of attendees at Wild Days
held in August. This educational
arm of SLSS continues to be a big
hit amongst adults and children.
The Wild Days program is updated
each year with new and exciting
ecosystems being added.
A new wildlife tree habitat model,
alternating with the interactive
watershed model, was popular
at the society’s Friday Market
information booth. Knowledge
sharing is a cornerstone of SLSS;
field trips and visual models are
great way to discover and broaden
your stewardship knowledge, open
and available to everyone.
The year kicked off in February
with a Science and Conservation
Forum held in Silverton. This
forum drew together research
scientists, resource managers,
local government and conservancy
o rg a n i z a t i o n s t o d e v e l o p a
conservation framework tailored to
the Slocan Lake watershed. It was
a great success and SLSS received

Be advised that any response to this advertisement will be considered part of the public record. Access to these records requires
the submission of a Freedom of Information (FOI) request. Visit
https://www.gov.bc.ca/freedomofinformation

received from a representative crosssection of British Columbians through
a random telephone survey.
During this time, government also
received over 130 written submissions
from organizations including local
governments, school districts, the
cannabis industry, advocacy groups,
and law enforcement.
Engagement with local
governments, Indigenous governments
and organizations, and stakeholders
from law enforcement, health,
agriculture,e and other sectors is
ongoing. In addition, the Province and
Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM)
have established a joint committee
on Cannabis Regulation made up of
12 representatives from UBCM and
provincial representatives from the
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor
General.
The feedback collected through
this engagement process will help
ensure the provincial regulatory
framework for non-medical cannabis
reflects the needs and values of British
Columbians, while prioritizing the
protection of young people, health and
safety, keeping the criminal element
out of cannabis, and keeping roads
safe.
Over the next few weeks, the
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor
General will review and analyze
the feedback received and create a
summary report on what was heard that
will be made available to the public.
To read more about the engagement
process or to download stakeholder
submissions, visit engage.gov.bc.ca/
BCcannabisregulation/.

New office hours for
Slocan Lake RCMP

submitted
The RCMP Slocan Lake
detachment in New Denver has
changed its office hours to better
serve the public, says Cpl. Jaime
Moffat. The previous hours were 8
am to 11:45 pm; the new hours are
10 am to 1:45 pm, Monday through
Friday.
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Ward Taylor of New Denver Pharmacy lays a wreath at New Denver’s Remembrance Day ceremonies.

John Braun
1924-2017

A colourful reminder at the Slocan cenotaph of the sacrifices made by our ancestors who fought bravely for the freedoms we cherish today.

It is with great sadness that we announce
the passing of John Braun at Talarico
Place on November 7, 2017.
John is survived by his daughters;
Joan (Laurel), Kathy, Shirley (George)
and son M artin (Maggie), s ev eral grandchildren, great grandchildren and 1 great, great grandchild.
John was predeceased by his wife Anne and son-in-law Bev.
The family would like to thank all of the home care workers and care homes
for their excellent care, as well as all the members of the community who
so generously helped him over the last few years.
Donations in John’s memory made to the local Salvation
Army or a charity of your choice would be greatly appreciated.
A Celebration of life will be planned in the spring.

PHOTO CREDIT: ANDREA MYHAL

A Remembrance Day parade on Broadway Street in Nakusp.

We will always miss him but by retelling his wonderful stories he will always
be with us.
Castlegar Funeral Chapel in care of arrangements.

Laurence Bruce
(Red) Sutherland
June 23, 1930 –
October 29, 2017

It is with sadness that we announce
that Laurence Bruce (Red) Sutherland
took his last trip on Sunday October
29th in Penticton, BC.
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Remembrance Day in Edgewood is a family affair. Parade Marshall Cpl (Ret’d) Hertlein and his children at Remembrance Day ceremonies.

Poppies are placed on the graves of veterans as part of Edgewood Remembrance Day ceremonies.

Raised in the Slocan Valley (Winlaw)
in the West Kootenays, Red was
the youngest and last survivor of 12
children born to Rita and William Sutherland, and often said, there were so
many kids there was no room at the table so he had to eat the scraps off the
floor. It wasn’t true and he was actually the much-loved baby of the family.
He was very proud of the fact that a boy from the country could create
an interesting and accomplished life for himself and his family. Known for
jumping on freight trains as a kid, dispatching taxis in Nelson, to being a
deckhand on the SS Minto on the Arrow Lakes in the 1940’s, it seemed that
Red was destined to work in the transportation industry. The early 1950’s
were exciting times and Red was right in the thick of things driving an ore
truck in the historic mining town of Sandon, to driving logging trucks and
then on to his passion of driving bus for Greyhound Canada. After 15 years
he was promoted to the position of Regional Manager in Vancouver and for
the next 15 years he made a positive impression and impact on everyone
he met and worked with.
Red never forgot a friend, keeping in touch with everyone from his boyhood
friends in the Kootenays to his neighbors in Penticton and retired work mates
throughout Western Canada. He will be missed by Muriel (Min), his wife
of 68 years and daughters Carol Ann (Barry) Quibell and Barbara (Larry)
Coghlan. His grandchildren Michael (Tiffany) Collier, Danielle (Wes) Tyre
and Ryan (Maysa) Coghlan have many wonderful memories they share
with his great grandchildren Jillian, Maxwell, & Lucia Tyre and Grace and
Nicholas Collier. He will be missed. There will not be a service by his request.
In lieu of flowers please donate to a charity of your choice.
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Cracking the Code (in 3D): A Water Data Hub dialogue
submitted
In February, Columbia Basin
Trust (CBT) released a report that
revealed Columbia Basin water
data is inadequate for managing
and protecting the region’s water
resources in response to climate
change. To help address the gaps

in important water data needed
by all levels of governments to
make water-based decisions in the
Columbia Basin, a water dialogue
will take place on November 29-30
in Invermere to envision a water
monitoring framework for the Basin.
This gathering is especially timely

given the summer’s drought-like
conditions, which may become the
new norm.
Convened by Living Lakes
Canada, the CB Watershed Network,
Selkirk College, and CBT, this
dialogue will be particularly
relevant to the region’s higher-

GIVING TUESDAY 2017
GIVE WHERE YOU LIVE

On Giving Tuesday Nov. 28, we invite you to
support the Slocan Valley Legacy Fund, the community fund for our valley.
We invest donations in an
endowment and grant the interest to worthy community groups
each year.
Thus far we have funded
arts and culture organizations,
environmental stewardship and
education, community development, programs for children,
new parents and youth, hospice,
seniors’ housing, sports and
outdoor recreation, safety and
emergency services, literacy
and food security. For a full
list of the grants we have made

please see our website: www.slocanvalleylegacy.
com/grants
As our endowment fund grows so does our
ability to support the many worthy charitable and community
organizations that make this area
so special.
Giving Tuesday is “the opening day of the giving season.”
We encourage your Giving Tuesday act of generosity to be a gift
to your community. This year,
all Giving Tuesday gifts to the
legacy fund will be doubled by
a matching donor (for all gifts
received by Dec. 15th).
Here are three easy ways to
give to the Slocan Valley Legacy
Fund.

volume users such as communities
and municipalities, hydropower
operators, agricultural producers,
industrial operations, ski resorts
(snowmaking), and golf courses, as
well as commercial and residential
users.
Current community-based
water monitoring (CBM) presents
enormous and cost-effective
opportunities to empower
communities to work collaboratively
with governments and industry for
holistic water management in the
areas of source water protection,
drinking water quality, resource
development, and water use. Storage
and access of this water data in a way
that supports decision-making is the
next step.
This conference will tap into
the conversation about shared,
transparent, open source water data
that is currently trending on a global
scale in citizen scientist, academic,
government, and industry circles.

“This is about climate change
and understanding that the hydrology
in the Columbia Basin is changing
and will have an impact on our
lives,” said Living Lakes Canada
Executive Director Kat Hartwig.
“Climate modelling has
predicted melting glaciers will
change the water flows that we
already experience. Much of the
important data needed for future
water allocation decisions is missing
right now and that’s what needs
to be discussed so we can have an
understanding of what is required,
not only for municipal water use and
flow required for fish, but also the
potential impacts to recreation and
tourism and farming and fishing.”
For a complete overview
of the conference and detailed
agenda, including lists of guest
speakers, visit the LLC website at
livinglakescanada.ca/news/. For
online registration, visit eventbrite.
ca and look for events in Invermere.

Give in person:
On Giving Tuesday our board members will be available at selected fine coffee shops in the
Slocan Valley for “Coffee and Conversations”
In New Denver: Coffee & Conversations:
Nuru Coffee Bar
Legacy Fund board members will be present from 9:30 am to 1 pm
…with entertainment by the fabulous Kelly Coubrough & Rebecca Laity,
singing songs about giving starting at 11:30 am
								
The Apple Tree
Legacy Fund board members will be present from 8:30 am to 2 pm
…with entertainment by the fabulous Donna-Jean Wright & Gary Wright,
singing their greatest hits starting at 1 pm
In Slocan: Coffee & Conversations:
Flaca’s Bakery & Bistro
Legacy Fund board members will be present from 2 to 3 pm
								
South Valley: Coffee & Conversations:
Everbean Cafe in the Evergreen Natural Foods Store
Legacy Fund board members will be present from 9:30 am to 1:30 pm
							

To give online:

The Slocan Valley Legacy Fund is held within the Osprey Community Foundation. Give online
using the Osprey Foundation’s giving portal: http://ospreycommunityfoundation.ca/donate/
donations-to-the-slocan-valley-legacy-fund. Donate online using PayPal or a credit card.

Or, mail a cheque:
Slocan Valley Legacy Fund, P.O. Box 363, Slocan, BC V0G 2C0
We are a fund held within the Osprey Community Foundation,
therefore make your cheque payable to “Osprey Community Foundation,”
with “For the Slocan Valley Legacy Fund” in the memo line.
However you choose to give, you will receive a tax receipt for the
full amount of your gift and it will be doubled by a matching donor!
Thank you for supporting your community.

Don’t forget, your Giving Tuesday gift will be doubled!
Web: www.slocanvalleylegacy.com / Facebook: Slocan Valley Legacy Fund /
E-mail: slocanvalleylegacy@xplornet.com / Phone: 1-877-649-5643

In February, Columbia Basin Trust (CBT) released a report that revealed Columbia Basin water data
is inadequate for managing and protecting the region’s water resources in response to climate change.

